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"The Government has got a task to ensure within the next several years the accelerated 
technological development of the Russian Federation and the growth in the number of 
organizations dealing in the fi eld of technological innovations.

Therefore, three years ago, the Ministry of Economic Development of Russia launched the 
project "Support to private high-tech leading companies." The project involves more than 
80 companies - National Champions. These are the companies that have for a long time 
been demonstrating impressive results in terms of business growth and export supplies 
development, investments in the designing new products and their share in revenue.

The Ministry helps such companies form and realize accelerated growth strategies and 
expand sales markets both, at the expense of foreign partners and major domestic private 
and state customers. The companies become rightful participants in the federal agenda 
for digitalizing the Russian economy and implementing the National Technology Initiative, 
and improving the business climate.

The partners of the priority project are federal ministries, regional authorities, 
development institutions, business associations, fi nancial and consulting organizations.
I wish all success to national champions in their further development and accelerated 
growth, realization of the most ambitious plans and projects!"

Министр экономического развития 
Российской Федерации 

Oreshkin
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The TechUP rating organized by RVC has been an offi  cial tool for selecting participants 
for the National Champions project since 2016. 

Each year around a hundred fast-growing technology companies become the rating’s 
fi nalists and gain access to a wide range of state support tools to advance the 
development of their business.

TechUp unites national companies with a high leadership potential whose products are 
competitive not only on the Russian market, but abroad as well. For instance, around 80% 
of the 2018 rating’s fi nalists are successfully engaged in export and sales on the markets 
of various developed countries.

Despite high qualifi cation requirements, the number of the rating’s participants has been 
growing on an annual basis — today our base comprises more than 354 technology 
«gazelles», and 84 of them have received support through the National Champions 
project.

I invite Russian technology companies to take part in the selection process and seize new
opportunities for development.

General Director and Chairman  
of the Board of RVC, JSC

A.B. Povalko
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A fast-growing innovative business layer, which occupies the leading positions in its 
markets, exists in many economics, but researchers, experts and politicians have started 
paying special attention to it only in recent years. There is a vigorous debate over 
the state support measures for this type of business in a variety of countries. A set of 
programs and tools is being developed to create the best possible conditions for the 
development of such companies, their transformation into national and then global 
champions.

Russia embarked upon this path with a slight delay — in 2016, when a top-priority 
project of the Ministry of Economic Development of the Russian Federation, titled 
National Champions, was launched. However, owing to the fact that potential champions 
had participated and had been analyzed by researchers in the TechUp rating with the 
assistance of RVC over the course of several years before that, the start was not a slow 
one — more than a hundred companies were qualifi ed for admission to this elite group.

Nowadays the National Champions project encompasses many features of the best 
foreign practices and remains a rather fl exible program that is ready for change. Three 
years and three selection waves have shown that not only does the project help rapid-
growing innovative fi rms to grow even faster, but also changes the domestic innovative 
environment, adding drive to other innovative initiatives of the state.
 

Director of the HSE Institute
of Innovation Management  

D. Medovnikov
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Effective June 2016, the Ministry of Economic 
Development of Russia has launched the
implementation of the priority project, 
‘Support for Leading Private High-Tech 
Companies’.
Another unoffi  cial but widely used name 
for the project is ‘National Champions’. This 
name
refl ects the leadership of the participating 
companies in their sectors of the national 
economy, as well as their ability to grow 
rapidly and set new ambitious goals. 

WHAT DO NATIONAL CHAMPIONS SEEK

The goal of the priority project is to ensure 
the exceeding growth of selected domestic 
private high-tech companies aimed at export 
expansion (hereafter — the participating 
companies).

As a result of the priority project, several 
transnational Russian-based companies 
should appear on the basis of participating 
companies. The planning horizon has been 
calculated up until the end of 2020. The 
following targets will be achieved as the 
result of the priority project’s implementation: 

— quadrupling the volume of high-tech 
exports from at least 15 participating 
companies; 

— increasing the output of at least two 
companies for sales of at least $1 billion a year; 

National Champions: rapid growth, technological 
Leadership, global ambitions

— increasing the output of at least ten 
companies for sales volumes of at least $500 
million per year. 

MEANS OF SUPPORT AND MAIN DIREC-

TIONS OF WORK

As part of the priority project, companies 
will receive administrative assistance in 
getting ahold of existing means of state 
support, including activities executed within 
the federal executive branch, institutes of 
export support and innovational 

“We have achieved leadership 
positions in Russia, which we 
will continue to hold, and we 
associate further development with 
expansion to the global market.» 
I am convinced that the potential 
of National Champions and the 
system integration of means 
of support from the Ministry of 
Economic Development will create 
the conditions that are needed for 
multiple growth in exports of high-
tech products.”

Mikhail Strupinskiy , General director

of the group of companies SST
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development, and fi nancial and educational 
institutions. Companies will also receive 
assistance in the implementation of 
information and support for accelerated 
growth, both in their development within 
the country and expansion to the world 
market.

Currently, the Ministry of Economic 
Development is launching the processes 
of improving the overall regulatory 
environment, taking into account design 
and implementation, on the basis of the 
companies/participants in the priority 
project. They are also eliminating various 
administrative barriers hampering 
company growth. Targeted support of 
companies currently receiving available 
measures of state support (both fi nancial 

FOREIGN PRACTICE

 
The priority project is based on world practice, which indicates that the creation of
large corporations or leaders in particular industries on a global scale is extremely 
rare without state support. In recent years, there has been more attention given to the 
international level, to the topic of active stimulation of development of fast-growing, 
technological, innovation-oriented and medium-sized companies.

A number of countries are actively discussing means of state support for those types of 
companies. A set of programs and tools are currently being developed in order to create 
the most favorable conditions for such business development. Despite terminological 
and sometimes combative discrepancies, an agreement has been reached by most 
experts that medium-sized, fast-growing companies are indeed an important part of 
national economies.

In Western Europe, the institutional environment allows companies to prosper and 
develop organically. Therefore, various state programs to support promising fast-
growing, mid-level companies are of a “soft incentives” nature. European initiatives are 
aimed at state provision via information and consulting assistance, and creating the 
most favorable market conditions for further development. Standing out against other 
European countries, the UK recently launched several ambitious projects to create 
global innovation leaders from a specifi c set of medium-sized, fast-growing companies. 
At the same time, in some Asian economies (primarily in South Korea, Malaysia and 
Taiwan), active efforts are being made to artifi cially accelerate the development of 
national innovative companies and turn them into active players in the world market. 
In 2015, the program ‘Leaders of Competitiveness — National Champions’ started in 
Kazakhstan.
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and non-fi nancial) allows for systematic 
improvement of conditions for providing 
such assistance for their effective 
application by all Russian high-tech 
enterprises.

Effective 2016 throughout 2020, the
following main areas of work have been
defi ned in the priority project: 

— individual support from the Ministry of 
Economic Development to participating
companies in their interactions with 
authorities of all levels, development 
institutions, fi nancial institutions and other 
interested parties; 

— assistance in cooperation with large 
business, primarily with companies with 
state shares;

— formation, in collaboration with 
consultants and universities, of specifi c 
programs designed to meet the needs of 
the participating companies; 

— providing advice and methodological
support in drafting strategies and plans 
of accelerated growth to the participating 
companies; 

— provision of targeted assistance to
participating companies in overcoming the 
currently existing administrative barriers; 

— assistance to participating companies
in attracting investments, including 
coordination of interaction with the Russian 
Direct Investment Fund 

“Project National Champions has 
proven to be a successful base for 
launching new partner projects. In 
the course of communication with 
the other companies, it turned out 
that our competency is in demand 
in the pharmaceutical fi eld. Both the 
Russian leaders and allied companies 
such as Biocad and Geropharm are 
interesting partners not only in terms 
of implementing automatization 
processes, but also in terms of 
experience exchange.”

Leonid Chernigov, General Director 

of Group of Companies, Rakurs

“We deeply value the attention of 
the Government and the Ministry of 
Economic Development to the issues 
and needs of a mid-sized, high-tech 
business. Thanks to participation in 
the project ‘National Champions,’ 
we signifi cantly reorganized our 
development strategy up to 2025, 
part of which was entry to the 
world market. It is crucial to feel 
governmental and ministry support 
for successful operation.”

Viktor Avdeev, Chairman of Directors

Council of Group of Companies, 

Uniсhimtek 
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and, should the need arise, its participation in
the implementation of their investment 
projects, as well as with the Moscow stock 
exchange;;

— creating information cards for foreign 
economic projects of the participating 
companies, monitoring and facilitating 
their implementation, including 
promotion through the system of trade 
missions of the Russian Federation, 

and assistance in organizing business 
missions abroad; 

— interaction with the Russian export 
center and, if necessary, its participation 
in the implementation of foreign 
economic projects of participating 
companies.

To coordinate the work, a council for the 
priority project has been established. 

KEY INDICATORS OF PARTICIPATING COMPANIES:

Total revenue in 2018: 351.1 billion rubles

Average revenue in 2018: 3.2 billion rubles

Average number of employees in 2018: 663 people

Average age of the company in 2018 году: 19,2 years

Average revenue growth rate over the past fi ve years (CAGR 
methodology): 24%

Average share of R&D expenses in revenues for the last three years: 
21%

Average share of costs for technological innovation in revenue over 
the past three years: 30%

Average share of revenue from new products over the past three 
years: 78%

Average revenue from exports in 2018: $ 456.0 million

The average share of exports in revenue over the past three years: 23%
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The council includes representatives of 
the Ministry of Economic Development, 
representatives of the Ministry of 
Industry and Trade, the Ministry of 
Science and Education, the Ministry of 
Telecommunications, the Russian Venture 
Company, the Skolkovo Foundation, 
the Russian Small and Medium Business 
Corporation, the Agency for Strategic 
Initiatives, the Russian Export Center, 
the Russian Direct Investment Fund, 
Innovation Support Fund, Industrial 
Development Fund, Agency for 
Technological Development, Rusnano, 
Higher School of Economics, and other 
interested and invited parties. 

HOW NATIONAL CHAMPIONS ARE

SELECTED

The selection of companies is based 
on the current available rating on 
‘TechUp’, the Russian rating system of 
fast-growing technological companies 
formed since 2012 with the support
of the RVC. To date, about 354 
companies are at the base of this rating. 
Selection takes place in two stages. 

First, participants are selected 
according to formal criteria on the basis 
of questionnaires and their accounting 
documents.

Criteria for selecting companies in the 
project at the first stage:

— annual revenue from 400.0 million to 
30.0 billion rubles;

— the growth rate of revenue for the 
previous five years;

— plans for revenue growth for the next 
fi ve years;

— the share of exports in revenue and the 
exports share of foreign countries;

— plans for export growth for the next fi ve 
years;

— share of R&D expenses from revenue;

— the share of costs for technological
innovation from revenue;

— the innovative goods, works, services 
and shares in revenue;

— the number of new products or 
alternatives to the best foreign products to 
the world market.

After the fi rst stage of selection of 
National Champions, 40-50 candidates 
were selected. Expert interviews were 
conducted with each company, and based 
on the results and information from open 
sources, analytical notes were compiled. 
Then, candidates participated in live 
sessions with the purpose of assessing 
their potential. During these sessions, the 
head of each company gave a presentation 
refl ecting the main outlines of his or her 
business, as well as prospects for further 
growth and opportunities for foreign 
economic expansion. After discussion 
of the presentations by members of the 
council and invited experts,   companies 
each received an evaluation. Following 
these assessments, the council selected 
20-30 companies that became participants 
in the project.
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WHAT KIND OF SUPPORT DO NATIONAL

CHAMPIONS GET TODAY?

The companies participating in the priority
project receive the following organizational,
methodological and consulting support.

Individual meetings with offi  cials from the 
Ministry of Economic Development, during 
which companies inform the ministry 
of any possible issues and obstacles in 
their development. As a result of these 
meetings, ways to overcome such issues are 
developed with the purpose of improving 
legal regulations as well as other means of 
reducing administrative obstacles.

Participating companies receive targeted 
advice on the use of government support, 
as well as participating in the preparation of 
draft regulations on the provisions of such 
support.

Participating companies receive 
methodological and advisory assistance in 
the preparation of their own strategies and 
programs for accelerated growth.

Together with the structural subdivisions 
of the Ministry of Economic Development, 
which is responsible for foreign economic 
activities, the companies develop 
information cards for foreign economic 
projects. Proposals are sent to trade
missions of the Russian Federation with 
product descriptions and intentions to 
cooperate with potential partners abroad. 
Based on the information cards, the 
participating companies receive targeted 
support from the trade missions of the 
Russian Federation in implementing their 
strategies and initiatives to promote goods 
and services to foreign markets.

On a regular basis, the Ministry of Economic 
Development organizes strategic sessions 
and meetings with representatives of 
development institutions and offi  cials 
from the federal executive bodies. 
During these meetings, the companies 
receive information on available support 
and practical advice regarding their 
application. The participating companies 
are provided with a personal manager from 
among offi  cials of the above-mentioned 
organizations.

The Ministry of Economic Development
organizes meetings a with representatives
of large corporations with state shares,
during which they receive information 
regarding the programs for innovative 
development, as well as innovative products 
or services that may be of interest for 
implementation.

“Thanks to participation in the 
National Champions program, the 
interaction with the Ministry of 
Economic Development and the 
Ministry of Industry and Trade, REC 
has signifi cantly improved. We were 
able to address our wishes and 
receive feedback. The attention of 
the specialists of the Interagency 
Analytical Center helped us in 
fi nalizing the strategy and preparing 
a road map.”

Vladimir Treschikov, 

general director of T8
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The Ministry of Economic Development 
involves project participants in the work of 
intergovernmental commissions and foreign 
business missions, during which they can 
present their products and fi nd foreign 
partners.

Participating companies are invited to 
participate in major business forums held in 
Russia. Among them are the St. Petersburg 
International Economic Forum, the 
International Investment Forum Sochi,
the Krasnoyarsk Economic Forum, Open 
Innovations, Tehnoprom, Innoprom, and 
others. During these events, companies 
are given the opportunity not only to take 
part in roundtables on the development 
of the high-tech sector, but also to act as 
speakers, declaring their activities and
providing information on their products to 
a wide range of professionals, and to hold 
bilateral meetings.

On the initiative of the Ministry of Economic 
Development, educational sessions are 
organized with the invitation of the heads 
of interested sectoral federal executive 
bodies and heads of key development 
institutions, as well as authoritative 
specialists in matters of strategic 
development and access to foreign 
markets. Sessions are aimed at forming 
recommendations for companies on their 
preparation of road maps for growth and 
international expansion, refl ecting the 
strategic directions of development and 
accelerating access to foreign markets.

For participating companies, networking 
among themselves has been organized in 
the form of club events for managers aimed 
at sharing the best practices. Experts are 
invited to such events on various business 
issues, the result of which has already 
been the creation of a member companies’ 
consortium and the implementation of joint 
projects.

With the support of the Russian Venture 
Company, the project’s website has been 
created: http://ratingtechup.ru/champions/ 
where information on the project’s progress, 
upcoming events and the dynamics of 
development of the participating companies 
are available.
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Scientifi c Innovation Enterprise 
BashInkom LLC  

HEAD

ABOUT COMPANY

WEB-SITE

www.bashinkom.ru

37 K. Marksa street, Ufa, 450015 

Bashkortostan Republic

Tel./Fax: +7 (347) 291-10-20 

E-Mail: bashinkom@mail.ru

Ustich Daria Valeryevna

Tel.: +7 (347) 291-10-12

E-Mail: sale-bnk@mail.ru

Kuznetsov 

Vyacheslav
Ivanovich

Director

CONTACTS

EXPORTS 

DEPARTMENT HEAD

The brand of SIE BashInkom is in demand in more than 60 regions of the Russian 
Federation and in the CIS-countries: Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Belarus, Uzbekistan, 
Azerbaijan, Georgia, Armenia, the Baltic countries, etc. Currently, the issue of products 
supplies to Turkey, Serbia, Vietnam, India, China is being considered. SIE BashInkom 
has 8 patents and 100 registered trademarks and images, awards of the Russian and 
international exhibitions (about 80 medals, more than 250 diplomas).

The main types of products:

The enterprise manufactures more than 250 types of biotechnological products: 
environmentally friendly bioactivated, microbiological fertilizers, fungicides, insecticides 
for agriculture and private subsidiary land plots; environmentally friendly veterinary 
preparations for farm and domestic animals; effective environmentally friendly drilling 
reagents for the oil and gas industry.

MAIN TYPES OF PRODUCTS
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Zavod Premiksov 
No.1 CJSC 

HEAD

ABOUT COMPANY

MAIN TYPES OF PRODUCTS

WEB-SITE

www.lysine31.ru

39a Pervomayskaya str., Rzhevka 

village, Shebekinski district, Belgorod 

region, Russia, 309261

Tel.: +7 (472) 485-46-41 

info@lysine31.ru

Gorbatko Andrey

Vladimirovich

+7 (472) 485-46-32

a.gorbatko@lysine31.ru

Balanovskiy
Alexey
Georgievich

General Director

CONTACTS

EXPORTS 

DEPARTMENT HEAD

Zavod Premiksov No.1 CJSC is a modern enterprise operating in the fi eld of 
biotechnology.

The company's fl agship is the fi rst in modern Russia high-tech complex for the production 
of amino acids and additional products based on the advanced processing of wheat 
grain. The products not only yield to none in world analogues, but also surpass them in 
terms of safety and impact on the health of animals and humans through the use of non-
pathogenic producer strain.

The second priority of the company is the production of premixes for all types of farm 
animals, birds and fi sh.

Products are exported to Belarus, Kazakhstan, Iran, the USA and Brazil.

Lysine sulfate 75%  is a feed 
supplement balancing the 
amino acid composition 
and enriching the diets of 
agricultural animals with 
vitamins and microelements;

Liquid lysine concentrate is 
an effective substitute for 
dry concentrates of lysine 
monochlorohydrate and 
lysine sulfate in mixed feeds;

Wheat gluten is a natural 
vegetable protein, which is 
a water-insoluble protein 
complex.
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AGROPLAZMA LLC

HEAD

ABOUT COMPANY

MAIN TYPES OF PRODUCTS

WEB-SITE

www.agroplazma.com

71 Krasnykh Partizan street, Krasnodar, 

Krasnodar Region, 350012 Russia

Tel./Fax: +8 (861) 222-23-28

E-Mail: agroplazmals@mail.ru

Zelenskiy Pavel Grigorievich 

Tel.: +7 (918)-410-06-80

agroplazmapz@mail.ru

Benko 

Nikolay
Ivanovich

Director

CONTACTS

EXPORTS 

DEPARTAMENT HEAD

AGROPLAZMA LLC is a Russian breeding and seed producing company founded in 2000. 
Since 2015, the company has been a leader among the Russian producers of seeds of 
sunfl ower hybrids, sorghum and corn in terms of production and sales of fi nished seeds, 
as well as in the area of new varieties development. AGROPLAZMA LLC varieties are 
annually sown on the land plots exceeding 600,000 ha in the Russian Federation.

The stable breeding process is conducted at our own breeding station in the Krasnodar 
Territory, where more than 2,000 potential hybrids are tested annually. Today the 
company has in the State Register 29 sunfl ower hybrids, 11 sorghum hybrids and varieties, 
and 3 corn hybrids. 

One of the leading areas of work is foreign economic activity. AGROPLAZMA is the only 
Russian company exporting seeds of sunfl ower and sorghum hybrids. Hybrids are also 
registered in the following countries: Pakistan, Kazakhstan, Belarus, the Ukraine, Turkey, 
Kyrgyzstan. In 2020, a wide range of products in Uzbekistan will be entered into the 
Register.

SCAP maize hybrid seeds Sunfl ower hybrid Svetlana Sorghum hybrid seed 
Semiramida
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Artlife LLC  

HEAD

ABOUT COMPANY

MAIN TYPES OF PRODUCTS

WEB-SITE

www.artlife.ru

8/2 Nakhimova street, Tomsk, 634034 

Russia

Tel.: +7 (3822) 55-60-92

E-Mail: pr@artlife.ru

Sergeev Sergey 

Gennadievich

E-Mail: sergeevsg@artlife.ru

Avstrievskikh
Aleksandr
Nikolaevich

General Director

CONTACTS

HEAD OF THE EXPORT 

DEPARTAMENT

Artlife is a powerful high-tech manufacturer of modern food products based on 
biotechnologies, biologically active complexes, cosmetics, gelatin capsules, and 
medications. For related industries (pharmaceutical, agricultural, food ones), the company 
produces materials and unique non-standard processing equipment. Production sites are 
located in Russia, India, Ukraine.

Artlife is the fi rst Russian manufacturer to launch a powerful bio-technological complex. 
Thousands of square meters of new production facilities, a workshop for plant materials 
fermentation, and an advanced bio-technological laboratory were put into operation. The 
company has been created a unique strains library of microorganisms, fungi and their 
derivatives, including on a lactose-free basis. 

Artlife produces paintballs from own production waste materials – this is just one of 
many examples of waste-free production processes, applied by company. Non-ordinary 
approaches, unattended technologies and maximally automated production - all of them 
are allowed Artlife to become a real pioneer in many branches of industry.

Chaga mushroom cell sap 
- a unique product from 
the Siberian taiga, obtained 
using a special UTM 
technology

Golden Cocoon cosmetics is 
a joint elaboration of Artlife 
and Dodream (South Korea). 
The collection combines the 
latest achievements in skin 
care area.

Artlife LLC produces 15 
types of kissels. Kissels are 
produced on the basis of 
natural fruits and berries, 
cereals and extracts.
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ChemRar Group of 
Companies 

HEAD

ABOUT COMPANY

MAIN TYPES OF PRODUCTS

WEB-SITE

www.chemrar.ru

HTC ChemRar, 2a-1, Rabochaya St.

Khimki, Moscow region,

141400 Russia

Tel.: +7 (495) 925-30-74

Fax:  +7 (495) 626-97-80

E-Mail: welcome@chemrar.ru

Sergey Bugrov

International Business 

Development Director

+7 (495) 925-30-74, ext. 506

sb@chemdiv.com

Ivashchenko 

Andrey
Aleksandrovich

Chairman of the 
Board, ChemRar 
Group of 
Companies 

CONTACTS

EXPORTS 

DEPARTMENT HEAD

ChemRar Group of Companies unites research, production and investment companies 
in the fi eld of pharmaceuticals for the development and commercialization of innovative 
pharmaceutical products, diagnostic facilities, prevention and new methods of treating 
life-threatening diseases in Russia and abroad.

ChemRar performs a full cycle of preclinical and clinical development of new drugs and 
pharmaceutical compounds, including identifi cation of relevant biological targets for 
high-performance bioscreening, synthesis and testing of new molecules, development of 
fi nished dosage forms and release of new drugs.

Therapeutic areas of the project portfolio of ChemRar Group of Companies:
virology; oncology; central nervous system; cardiology; autoimmune and orphan diseases.

ChemRar Group of Companies has extensive experience in cooperation with leading 
biotechnological and pharmaceutical companies in Russia, Europe, USA and Japan: Pfi zer, 
Sandoz, Roche, Merck, Sanofi , Novartis, Bayer, Takeda, Jonson & Jonson and others. 
Upcoming: China, Kazakhstan, Ukraine.

Elpida®
(INN Elsulfavirine)

- Abiraterone NV (INN 
Abiraterone)
- Temozolomide (INN 
Temozolomide)
- Potarbin® (INN Pazopanib)

Neskler®
(INN Fingolimod) 
-Nitisinone (INN Nitisinone)

h i g h - t e c h  c e n t e r
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Biopharmaceutical 
company NANOLEK

HEAD

ABOUT COMPANY

MAIN TYPES OF PRODUCTS

WEB-SITE

www.nanolek.ru

127055, Moscow, 68/70 Butyrsky Val, 

bldg. 1 Baker Plaza Business Center, 

2nd fl oor, offi  ce 24

Tel./Fax: +7 (495) 648-26-87

E-mail: info@nanolek.ru

strategic@nanolek.ru 

Khristenko 
Vladimir 
Viktorovich

President

CONTACTS

EXPORTS 

DEPARTMENT HEAD

NANOLEK is a modern fast-growing Russian biopharmaceutical company with its 
own high-tech full-cycle production complying with GMP standards; it specializes in 
production of import-substituting and innovative medications, both - of its own design 
and created with involvement of international partners,  focusing on prevention and 
treatment of socially signifi cant diseases. Today, the company is one of the leaders in 
production of pediatric vaccines in the Russian Federation.

The diversifi ed product portfolio of NANOLEK agents is presented in the following 
therapeutic areas: vaccines, drugs against HIV, cancer, etc. The company possesses 
unique experience in transferring technologies in partnerships with the leading global 
pharmaceutical companies (Merck, Sanofi , Novartis, Egis, Aspen, Celltrion, Riemser etc.).

POLYMILEX® vaccine
Is used for active 
immunization for prevention 
of poliomyelitis. The fi rst 
inactivated polio vaccine 
with a full-cycle production 
in Russia.

PENTAXIM® vaccine Is used 
for primary vaccination 
and revaccination of 
children against diphtheria, 
tetanus, pertussis, polio and 
Haemophilus infl uenza, type 
b infection.

Orphan drug HUNTERASE ®
The medication is indicated 
for a long-term treatment of 
patients suffering from the 
Hunter syndrome.
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VIC Group of Companies

HEAD

ABOUT COMPANY

MAIN TYPES OF PRODUCTS

WEB-SITE

vicgroup.ru

Offi  ce 33, 3A, Egoryevskoe high road,

Kraskovo settlement, Lyubertsy urban 

district, Moscow Region, 140050 

Tel.: +7 (495) 777-67-67

Tigran Georgievich Avakian

Export Sales Department 

Head

Tel.: +7 (495) 777-60-85 ext. 

1465

avakian@tdvic.ru

Kasparyants 

Alexander
Sergeevich

General Director

CONTACTS

EXPORTS 

DEPARTMENT HEAD

VIC GROUP of COMPANIES was established in 1990. Today, the company has a 
leading position in the Russian market of zoopharmacy while being the largest Russian 
manufacturer of animal drugs. The company produces over 250 items of various 
pharmacotherapeutic group, ten innovative products are issued under patents.

The company produces antibacterial, anti-parasitic, hormonal, non-steroidal anti-
infl ammatory, vitamin and other animal drugs; animal care cosmetics, feed additives and 
ear tags.

Besides, the company produces cosmetic products for people of pharmaceutical quality.

The company's products are supplied to 28 countries.

PULMOKIT® is used for 
therapeutic and preventive 
treatment in case of 
bacterial respiratory 
diseases 

ENROFLON®-K is used for 
therapeutic and preventive 
treatment in case of bacterial 
respiratory and gastrointestinal 
infections in poultry

DOLINK® - For multipurpose 
treatment and prevention 
of synchronously occurring 
infections of the respiratory 
and gastrointestinal tract, as 
well as articular problems

GROUP 
OF 
COMPANIES
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Group of Сompanies
Alkor Bio

CEO

ABOUT THE COMPANY

MAIN PRODUCTS

WEBSITE 

www.alkorbiogroup.ru

192148, St. Petersburg, 

Zheleznodorozhnyi prospekt (avenue), 

b. 40, let. A

Telephones: (812) 677-87-79, 677-47-28

Tel./Fax: (812) 677-21-62

E-mail: info@alkorbio.ru 

Zabolotnyiy Viktor                    

Aleksandrovich

sales director

Tel.: +7 (911) 922-74-24

vzabolotny@alkorbio.ru

www.english.alkorbio.ru

Polyntsev
Dmitriy        
Henrihovich

CEO GC Alkor 
Bio

CONTACT

MANAGER OF 

EXPORTS

The fl agship in the production kits of reagent for hormonal, allergy diagnostics and 
in vitro determination of tumor markers.  Manufacturer of test systems and specifi c 
components for the detection of infections and hereditary pathologies.  17 patents, 9 
research laboratories, modern high-tech production.

Over 27 years of work, unique experience has been accumulated in the development and 
production kits of reagents for enzyme immunoassay and molecular genetic analysis, 
including using microarray technology. Alkor Bio Group of Companies produces over 100 
types of test systems and about 1000 types of reagents for laboratory diagnostics and 
scientifi c researches. The company's products are widely used by laboratory services 
throughout Russia.

Export is carried out to the countries of the CIS, EU, Southeast Asia, South America. 
Together with its Western European partners, Alkor Bio GC is implementing a large-scale 
project for the development and production of a line of automated analyzers for medical 
laboratory diagnostics and reagents for them.

DNA card for collection 
and storage of biomaterial 
samples

Intifi ca Neisseria 
gonorrhoeae Kit for Real-
Time PCR Detection of 
Gonorrhea DNA

Intifi ca Trichomonas 
vaginalis Kit for Real-time 
Trichomonas DNA Detection
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RinLis® 
Mix 25 

RinGlar®Rinsulin® 
NPH

HEAD

ABOUT COMPANYCOMPANY

MAIN TYPES OF PRODUCTS

WEB-SITE

www.geropharm.ru

Business center "Nevskaya Ratusha" 

11B, Degtyarny lane, St. Petersburg, 

191144, Russian Federation

Tel.: +7 (812) 703-79-75

Fax: +7 (812) 703-79-76

inform@geropharm.ru 

Irina Emchenko

Irina.Emchenko@geropharm.com

Rodionov 

Petr Petrovich

GEROPHARM
CEO

CONTACTS

INTERNATIONAL 

DEVELOPMENT 

DEPARTMENT HEAD

GEROPHARM is a national manufacturer of biotechnological products ensuring 
drug safety in Russia. The company deals in production of full-cycle drugs, invests in 
technological development and creation of a modern pharmaceutical infrastructure.

GEROPHARM is a leader in the development and production of insulins. Since the end 
of 2016, the company has been ranked fi rst in terms of sales among manufacturers of 
recombinant human insulins. Today GEROPHARM covers about 30% of the Russian 
Federation needs in this segment. All stages of insulins production are carried out at the 
company's own production facilities in the Russian Federation.

In 2018, with the participation of the President of the Russian Federation V.V. Putin an 
opening of the second factory of the GEROPHARM company in Pushkin (St. Petersburg) 
took place. The line production capacities exceeds 1,000 kg of substance per year, which, 
after reaching the design capacity, will entirely satisfy the Russian patients’ needs in 
insulin, as well as expand the company’s export capabilities.

Rinsulin® Р RinLis® 

GEROPHARM
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BIOCAD

MANAGER

ABOUT THE COMPANY

MAIN PRODUCTS

WEBSITE 

biocad.ru

198515, St. Petersburg, Strelna village, 

ul. (St.) Svyazi, 34-A

tel./ fax: + 7 (812) 380-49-33

+7 (812) 380-49-34

e-mail: biocad@biocad.ru

Yelena Sergeevna Pavlova

Tel.: +7 (916) 814-33-36

pavlova@biocad.ru

Dmitriy 
Valentinovich 

Morozov

Chief Executive 
Offi  cer

CONTACT

MANAGER OF 

EXPORTS

BIOCAD is a leading Russian innovative company, combining a world-class research 
center, cutting-edge pharmaceutical and biotechnological production, and an 
international preclinical and clinical research system. The company is currently one of 
the Russian Federation’s leaders in the fi eld of biotechnology, as well as a leader in the 
Russian oncology market in 2018.

The company’s key objective is to develop and produce biological and chemical drugs in 
the following therapeutic areas: oncology, hematology, autoimmune diseases, and viral 
infections. The drugs are intended to treat the most complex diseases, such as cancer, 
HIV, hepatitis, multiple sclerosis, and more.

BIOCAD already supplies its own bioanalogs for export to Latin America, Asia, Africa, and 
the CIS countries. By 2021, BIOCAD plans to expand to international markets including 
more than 30 countries, a scale unmatched by any other Russian pharmaceutical 
manufacturer.

Herticad (trastuzumab) Acellbia (rituximab) Efl eira (netakimab)
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Pharmasyntez , JSC

HEAD

ABOUT COMPANY

THE СOMPANY’S MAIN PRODUCTS:

WEB-SITE

www.pharmasyntez.com

184, Rosa Luxemburg St., 664040, Irkutsk

Tel.: +7 (3952) 55-03-55

Federation Tower (West) 42th fl oor, 12, 

Presnenskaya Emb., 123100, Moscow

Tel.: +7 (495) 750-54-37

info@pharmasyntez.com

info@pharmasyntez.com

Tel.: +7 (495) 750-54-37

Vikram 

Punia

Президент 
группы компаний 
«Фармасинтез»

CONTACTS

BUSINESS 

DEVELOPMENT 

DEPARTMENT

The Pharmasyntez Group of Companies is the largest Russian manufacturer, engaged in 
development and production of up-to-date, high quality, and affordable medicines.

Pharmasyntez ranks in the top 3 fast-developing Russian pharmaceutical companies, in 
the top 10 Russian pharmaceutical companies in terms of output of pharmaceuticals, in 
the top 10 leading manufacturers with regard to hospital procurements, and is the second 
among the manufacturers in Healthcare Providers segment.

The volume of investments in production will exceed 12 billion rubles over a period of 
2019-2020:
- JSC Pharmasyntez-Nord, Saint Petersburg - antineoplastic drugs.
- LLC Pharmasyntez-Tyumen, Tyumen - hormonal and radiopaque contrast drugs.
- LLC BratskChemSyntez, Bratsk – APIs.

Perchlozone® for the 
treatment of pulmonary 
tuberculosis

SatRX® for the treatment  
of  type 2 diabetes mellitus 

Nomides® for the treatment 
of Types A and B infl uenza
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EXPERIMENTAL PLANT 
VLADMIVA JSC  

HEAD

ABOUT COMPANY

MAIN TYPES OF PRODUCTS

WEB-SITE

www.vladmiva.ru

52 Studencheskaya street, 308023 

Belgorod

Tel./Fax: +7 (4722) 200-999

                +7 (4722) 20-10-10 

E-Mail: postmaster@vladmiva.ru

Krivoshapov Sergey

Aleksandrovich

Tel.: +7 (4722) 200-555, 

ext.777 

Chuev 

Vladimir
Petrovich

General Director

CONTACTS

EXPORT DEPARTMENT 

HEAD

VLADMIVA is a major holding comprising companies involved into development and 
production of materials, tools and equipment for dentistry, a multi-branch trading 
house operating both, on the Russian market and for exports, the largest dental clinic 
in Belgorod. Today, VladMiVa brand is known, perhaps, to all dentists in Russia and 
neighboring countries. This is the major Russian manufacturer, producing over 300 items 
of dental products, supplied to more than 70 countries.

The list of products includes almost all categories of dental materials: fi lling, endodontic, 
therapeutic, prophylactic, orthopedic, materials for dental technical laboratories. Each 
new material is the result of both, a proper marketing and scientifi c research and 
the Company’s constant attention to the market growing needs. Today we can offer 
an extensive list of biocompatible osteoplastic materials for surgical dentistry and 
maxillofacial surgery, as well as wide range of restoration materials, combining which a 
dentist can achieve optimal results in each specifi c clinical situation.

JSC Experimental Plant VladMiVa has the certifi ed quality management system

Composite materials of light 
(DentLight) and chemical 
(Compocem) curing

Osteoplastic surgical 
materials Bioplast-Dent and 
Klipdent

Dental burs with natural 
diamonds ROSBEL
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LLC “Angioline”

THE HEAD 

ABOUT THE COMPANY

BASIC PRODUCTS

WEB-SITE:

www.angioline.ru

630090, Novosibirsk, Inzhenernaya 

Street, house 18, offi  ce 302

+7 (383) 363-97-21, 363-97-61

info@angioline.ru

Frantsuzov Aleksei 

Anatolevich

FEA director 

a.frantsuzov@angioline.ru

+7 (913) 912-32-20

Kudriashov  
Andrei 
Nikolaevich
 
Director

CONTACTS

THE HEAD OF EXPORT 

DIRECTION

Angioline is a Russian developer and manufacturer of interventional cardiology and 
cardiovascular surgery products. 

Business scope: medical industry.

The company's product portfolio includes more than 20 medical devices to perform a 
wide range of endovascular interventions on coronary arteries: coronary stents "Calypso" 
and "Sinus", balloon catheters“Colubris”, guiding catheters "Navigator" and diagnostic 
angiography catheters " Loodsman", guide wires , consumables for angiography and 
angioplasty, surgical suture with needles .

So far, more than 140 thousand Angioline stents have been successfully implanted in 210 
medical institutions in 63 regions of the Russian Federation. 

Coronary Stent “Sinus” Coronary indwelling 
catheter “Colibri”

Coronary Stent “Calypso” 
with bioresorbable cover, 
extracting sirolimus. 
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Eidos Group of 
Companies

HEAD

ABOUT COMPANY

MAIN TYPES OF PRODUCTS

WEB-SITE

www.eidos-medicine.com

50/23 Peterburgskaya street, 420107 

Kazan

Tel./Fax: +7 (843) 227-40-63

E-Mail: mail@oooeidos.ru

Tikhonov Nikolay Yurievich

Executive Director

Tel.: +7 (987) 172 91 13

n.tikhonov@oooeidos.ru

Valeev
Lenar
Nailevich

General Director

CONTACTS

EXPORTS 

DEPARTMENT HEAD

Eidos-Medicine LLC is a Russian innovative company, a resident of the Biomedical 
Technologies Cluster of the Skolkovo Foundation, specializing in the development and 
serial production of high-tech medical simulators.

Today, Eidos-Medicine LLC is one of the most fast growing and innovative companies in 
Russia.
More than 20 types of training medical simulators meeting modern education standards 
have been successfully implemented on the company’s basis. The range of supplied 
simulators is being constantly updated and upgraded. The high performance of medical 
simulators developed by Eidos-Medicine LLC is confi rmed by tests at Tokyo Juntendo 
Medical University (Japan) and experts from the world's largest surgical equipment 
company Medtronic-Covidien (USA).
When producing simulators, more than 95% of processes and components are the 
developments of Eidos-Medicine LLC.  

A hybrid laparoscopic 
operating room

A patient simulator to 
improve resuscitation and 
anesthesiology skills

Laparoscopic simulator
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Neurosoft 

HEAD

ABOUT COMPANYCOMPANY

MAIN TYPES OF PRODUCTS

WEB-SITE

neurosoft.com

5, Voronin str., Ivanovo, 153032, Russia

Phone: +7 (4932) 24-04-34

Fax: +7 (4932) 24-04-35

E-mail: info@neurosoft.com

Mikhail Durdin

Chief Business Development 

Offi  cer

Nikolay Smirnov

Chief Commercial Offi  cer

Shubin
Alexey 

President of the 
company

CONTACTS

EXPORT SALES

Neurosoft company is a Russian manufacturer of equipment for neurophysiology, 
electrodiagnostics, therapy, audiology and rehabilitation. The highest quality of products, 
complying with GOST and ISO requirements, and approved by FDA, TGA and CE, allowed 
the company to enter the international market and steadily consolidate its position in 85 
countries on 5 continents.

We monitor new trends in medicine, regularly participate in the major specialized 
exhibitions and congresses, and constantly communicate with the leading world 
medical experts. This allows us to create devices with user-friendly software and a 
unique battery of techniques. We are the only Russian manufacturers of intraoperative 
neurophysiological monitoring, magnetic stimulators, and devices for hearing screening of 
newborns.

Neuro-MS/D transcranial 
magnetic stimulator

Neuro-Audio-Screen 
touchscreen device for 
hearing screening of 
newborns

Neuro-IOM 
system for intraoperative 
neurophysiological 
monitoring 
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MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIES 
Ltd JSC

HEAD

COMPANY PROFILE

KEY PRODUCTS

WEBSITE

en.mtl.ru

Offi  ce 500, 31 Ibragimova street, 

Moscow, 105318 Russian Federation

Tel.: +7 (495) 663-95-01 

E-mail: isales@mtl.ru 

Georgy Gevorkyan

Director for International 

Marketing & Promotion 

Tel.: +7 (495) 663 95 01, 

ext.179

isales@mtl.ru

mtl@mtl.ru

Dabagov
Anatoly

President
of MTL JSC

CONTACTS

INTERNATIONAL 

MARKETING MANAGER 

MTL is a leading Russian manufacturer of healthcare imaging systems, from digital 
equipment for general X-ray and breast imaging to diagnostic software and integrated IT 
solutions.
 
Being a recognized industry leader in Russia, MTL now focuses on bringing its products to 
the global market as the next step of its business development strategy.

To make the most of the company’s export potential, all MTL’s business processes are 
built to support international communications. The promotion geography ranges from 
FSU to MENA, ASEAN countries and Latin America.
 
MTL designs and manufactures its products in line with international standards of quality, 
every stage of a product lifecycle being governed by a Quality Management System 
certifi ed for compliance with ISO 9001: 2015 and ISO 13485: 2016.

DIARM™ DM Mammography 
Review Workstation

Mammo-4MT Digital 
Mammography Unit

DIARM™ MW 
Mobile Image Acquisition 
and Review Workstation
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Information 
Technology
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The company has been implementing projects in the fi eld of digital advertising and 
marketing in Russia and abroad since 2010.

OTM is a technological programmatic platform that includes a complete stack 
of programmatic products (DSP, SSP, AdExchange, DMP). We also have our own 
technologies that allow us working directly with publishers and managing the largest 
marketplace (AdExchange) of digital advertising. Our customers include leading brands, 
agencies and platforms around the world. More than 25,000 publishers and 1,000 brands 
work with our products.

All of our software solutions are easy to integrate with all the other platforms used in the 
digital advertising. In addition to the development of our Adtech, we have a strong team 
of traders, and we can independently conduct advertising campaigns of any range of 
complexity.

The OTM World Wide main product is a system of automated purchase of display 
advertising based on user data and an ecosystem of related technology solutions

Gerko Vitaly Fedorovich

Tel: +7 (919) 726-87-77

vg@otm-r.com

www.otm-r.com

room 8, premises IA, fl oor 1, 6 

Pavlovskaya str., Moscow, 115093

Tel.: +7 (985) 587-06-97 

E-Mail: info@otm-r.com

Lazarev
Dmitriy
Alekseevich

СЕО

OTM World Wide LLC 

ABOUT COMPANY

MAIN TYPE OF PRODUCTS

HEAD WEB-SITE

CONTACTS

EXPORTS 

DEPARTMENT HEAD
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IT and Service Management
(Naumen Service Desk)

Organization and 
management of contact 
centers (Naumen Contact 
Center), chatbots, virtual 
assistants

Intelligent search, 
knowledge management 
and message handling 
systems (KnowledgeCat)

NAUMEN Group of Companies is a Russian vendor of software and cloud services, 
technology partner in digital transformation for companies and authorities.

NAUMEN offers solutions in the fi eld of digital infrastructure management, customer 
communications and service. The company's portfolio includes a wide range of products 
and solutions for innovation and R&D management, procurement management, 
decision support and knowledge transfer, cross-cutting business processes based on 
A1 technologies, predictive analytics and big data processing. Virtual employees and 
assistants developed by the company perform millions of tasks every day.

Today, NAUMEN's solutions are available to customers in countries where the company's 
offi  ces and exclusive partners are located.  More than 200 million users from Russia, 
Europe, Asia and the CIS countries in everyday life come into contact with NAUMEN 
solutions.

The company plans to expand its presence in Western Europe and the Middle East.

Group of Сompanies NAUMEN

www.naumen.ru

109147, Moscow, ul. (st.) 

Vorontsovskaya, 35 B, korp. (Bldg.) 3, 

BC «Time Center»

Tel./Fax: +7 (495)145-90-45

E-mail: info@naumen.ru

Kirichenko
Igor                 
Viktorovich

CEO

Kirichenko Igor Viktorovich

ikirichenko@naumen.ru

ABOUT THE COMPANY

MAIN PRODUCTS

MANAGER WEBSITE

CONTACT

MANAGER OF 

EXPORTS
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Seldon.Price - a platform for 
analyzing prices for goods in 
the Russian Federation

Seldon.Basis – a platform 
for searching customers and 
partners and comprehensive 
verifi cation of counterparties 
(details, contacts, fi nancial 
condition, contracts, 
communications, etc.). 

Seldon.PRO - a digital platform 
connecting suppliers and 
customers 

SELDON is a leading developer of IT services based on open data for business and 
government agencies. The company is one of the world leaders in the fi eld of natural 
language processing technologies (1 petabyte of data per day).

Seldon creates AI-based products and specializes on Big Data and machine learning. The 
key value Seldon delivers is real-time dynamic forecasts for market supply and demand, 
as well as predictive models for risk mitigation and future events.

The key fi eld of application is digital economy and e-commerce
SELDON works with clients in 35 countries. The company's products are widely used 
by exporters and importers, both MNCs and SMEs, as well embassies and government 
buyers.

SELDON aims to begin exports of its solutions and technologies to Asian and European 
markets.

Vladimir Smorodinnikov

Head of the Department of 

International Development

+7 903 250-75-62

vs@myseldon.com

www.myseldon.com

24 bld.1 Radio str., Moscow, 105005

Tel.: +7 (495) 558-26-48

Fax: +7 (495) 558-26-48, 4099

E-Mail: worldwide@myseldon.com

Dimitrov
Ilya
Dimitrov

CEO

SELDON Group 
(Seldon PRO LLC)

ABOUT COMPANY

MAIN TYPES OF PRODUCTS

HEAD WEB-SITE

CONTACTS

EXPORTS 

DEPARTMENT HEAD
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IT-outsourcing Software and IT- and 
Business Consulting

ERP-Solutions

ICL Group is a high-tech, dynamically developing association, one of the major IT- 
companies in Russia, providing a full range of IT-services, products and solutions:

• IT-outsourcing (TOP-100 in the world according to IAOP);
• Information Security (TOP-10 in RIA Rating). Organization of the largest conference in 
Russia - “IT & Security Forum”;
• Software development;
• Implementation of ERP-solutions;
• Equipment manufacturing (TOP-2 in Expert RA). 

The services and solutions of ICL Group are implemented in the Russian Federation 
ministries and institutions, the major Russian companies, such as GAZPROM, TATNEFT, 
ROSNEFT, ROSTELECOM, banks, industrial and trading enterprises, large foreign 
corporations.

ICL Services is the division of ICL Group, provides IT-services to 80 customers in 30 
countries. Over 1,800 employees provide round-the-clock services in the Russian, English, 
French and German languages.

Solovyev Sergey 

Vladimirovich

Tel.: 8 (800) 333-98-70

pr@icl-services.com

www.icl-services.com

www.icl.ru

34 Sibirskii Trakt street, 420029 Kazan

Tel.: +7 (843) 279-58-23 

Fax: +7 (843) 272-39-52

        +7 (843) 273-55-35 

E-Mail: info@icl.kazan.ru 

Dyachkov
Viktor
Vasilyevich

Head of ICL 
Group

ICL Group 

EXPORTED SERVICES

ABOUT COMPANY

HEAD WEB-SITE

CONTACTS

EXPORTS 

DEPARTMENT HEAD
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Development of a fi rst 
Russian customized electric 
concept-car CML CAR

Development of a digital 
twin of an  advanced 
amphibious aircraft

Redesign of the SUV 
body to increase technical 
characteristics. Participating 
contractor. Customer - 
Beijing Automotive Industry 
Holding Co. (BAIC)

CompMechLab® specializes in digital design and simulation of globally competitive 
next-generation products using advanced manufacturing technologies (CAD / CAE / 
MBD / CFD / FSI / EMA / CAO, etc.); computer-aided engineering and HPC simulation, 
development of Smart Digital Twins of products and manufacturing processes throughout 
the entire product lifecycle; contract R&D for high-tech industrial companies.

The main areas of application for CompMechLab® products are as follows: high-
tech industries, primarily machinery – automotive, aerospace and helicopter industry, 
shipbuilding, power  engineering, etc.

Sales in progress: Russia, Germany, China, Sweden, United Kingdom.
Export of products: Germany, China, Sweden, United Kingdom.
Planned sales: France, India, Republic of Korea and the Middle East.

Metreveli Ilya Sergeevich

Tel.: +7 (812) 407-36-00

metreveli@compmechlab.

com

21 Gzhatskaya street, bld. 2, 195251 

Saint-Petersburg

Tel.: +7 (812) 407-36-00

 

E-Mail: research@compmechlab.com

www.fea.ru

Borovkov
Alexey

FOUNDER

CompMechLab Group 

PROJECT SAMPLES

ABOUT COMPANY

FOUNDER WEBSITE

CONTACTS

HEAD OF EXPORTS 

DEPARTMENT
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High-quality data processing 
is a guarantee of discovering 
new fi elds

Making responsible 
decisions offshore and 
onshore wells location

IMAP - huge opportunities 
for working with Big Data

The company’s specialization:
· 2D and 3D seismic data processing and integrated interpretation
· Well Log data Interpretation, the petrophysical models building
· Geological and geophysical data integration including gravimetry and magnetometry 
data
· Design of geological projects for fi eld exploration, prospecting, and appraisal
· Reserves estimation and presents it in the State Reserves Committee under the Ministry 
of Natural Resources of the Russian Federation
· Supervising services and quality control of 2D and 3D fi eld seismic surveys
· Software Development

The main areas of application of the services:
- prospecting and exploration of hydrocarbon fi elds
Plans to expand countries of export /productions localization:
Potentially interesting: India, the UAE, China, Egypt, Columbia and Saudi Arabia.

Krivousov Nikolay

Aleksandrovich

Tel.: +7 (495) 775-50-55, 

ext. 309

Mob.: + 7 (916) 650-23-74

211 Respubliki Street, 625019 Tyumen

Tel.: +7 (3452) 215-294

Fax: +7 (3452) 215-295

E-Mail: info@ingeos.info

8A Vernadskiy Prospect, 119311 Moscow

Tel.: +7 (495) 775-50-55

E-Mail: info@ingeos.info

www.ingeos.info

From new knowledge to new technologies, 

from new technologies to new discoveries

Lukashov
Andrey
Viktorovich

General Director

INGEOSERVICE LLC 

ABOUT COMPANY

MAIN TYPES OF PRODUCTS

HEAD WEB-SITE

CONTACTS

EXPORTS 

DEPARTMENT HEAD
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PAPILLON AFIS - DIPP-
7 Terminal for Express ID 
Checks

3DiVi Terminal – Android 
Face Recognition System

PAPILLON ZIRKON Iris 
Access Unit

PAPILLON is one of the world leaders in the development of software and instrumentation 
for biometric identifi cation systems using fi ngerprints, face and iris images as well as 
fi rearm identifi cation systems. The company succeeds in the fi eld of artifi cial intelligence 
and computer vision. 
Based on PAPILLON’s solutions, some systems have been built for law enforcement 
agencies and state bodies of Russia and a number of countries, including nationwide 
projects.
The PAPILLON solutions are applicable in security systems and access control systems, 
virtual and AR systems, video analytics, robotics, blockchain technologies.
Sales geography: Abkhazia, Azerbaijan, Albania, Bangladesh, Belarus, Bosnia and 
Herzegovina, Bhutan, Vietnam, Georgia, Zambia, India, Iran, Kazakhstan, Cuba, Latvia, 
Lebanon, Lithuania, Mongolia, Nigeria, Poland, Transnistria, Serbia, Sudan, Tajikistan, 
Thailand, Tanzania, Turkmenistan, Turkey, Uzbekistan, Ukraine, South Korea. 
Our roadmaps include expanding of our presence in South and Central America, South 
and Southeast Asia, and Africa.

Medvedev Ivan Mikhailovich

+7 (3513) 54-64-33 ext.409

imedvedev@papillon.ru

www.papillon.ru

48 Makeyev Ave., Miass, 456320 

Tel.: +7 (3513) 54-64-33

Fax: +7 (3513) 54-63-44

E-Mail: 4requests@papillon.ru

Zaytsev
Pavel
Anatolyevich

CEO

PAPILLON AO

ABOUT COMPANY

NEW PRODUCTS

HEAD WEB-SITE

CONTACTS

EXPORTS 

DEPARTMENT HEAD
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InfoWatch Group

Konstantin Levin

Vice President of Sales

sales@infowatch.ru

www.infowatch.ru

121357, г. Москва, ул. Верейская, 

д. 29, строение 134, этаж 7

E-mail: info@infowatch.ru

Kaspersky 
Natalya
-

InfoWatch Group
President

lnfoWatch Attack Killer.  
Protecting business 
applications and web 
resources from external 
targeted attacks

lnfoWatch ARMA.  
Cybersecurity of 
technological networks in 
industrial enterprises

lnfoWatch Traffi  c Monitor.  
Corporate information 
leakage protection and 
information fl ow control

InfoWatch is a leading Russian developer of solutions for ensuring information security 
of organizations.  A powerful academic base, the best engineers, mathematicians and 
linguists for 15 years provide InfoWatch's technological advantage in protecting the 
enterprise from modern cyber threats, information and insider attacks.

InfoWatch has successfully completed more than 2,000 projects for commercial and 
government organizations in 20 countries and continues to increase its presence in the 
corporate data protection market.

Two-thirds of Russia's 50 largest companies entrusted InfoWatch with the implementation 
of large-scale and often non-standard projects related to information security, not only 
because of the quality and uniqueness of technology, but also because of the integrated 
approach and expert support of the project at all its stages.

ABOUT THE COMPANY

MAIN PRODUCTS

MANAGER WEBSITE

CONTACTS

MANAGER OF 

EXPORTS
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ViPNet Coordinator HW - 
Security Gateway Family

ViPNet Coordinator IG – 
industrial security gateways

ViPNet xFirewall – the next 
generation fi rewall

InfoTeCS OAO  is a leading Russian developer and manufacturer of high-tech information 
protection software and hardware. It was established in 1991.

InfoTeCS is in the TOP-5 leading Russian information security companies (according to 
the CNews rating). The 2018 company revenue exceeded 4 bln RUB.

The company’s top-notch development is ViPNet technology, a fl exible VPN solution for 
secure data transfer in a protected network.

The head offi  ce of InfoTeCS is located in Moscow; the representative offi  ces operate in St. 
Petersburg, Yekaterinburg, Nizhny Novgorod, Novosibirsk, Penza, Rostov-on-Don, Tomsk, 
Ufa, and Khabarovsk. The company employs more than 1,000 people.

www.infotecs.ru

1/23 Stariy Petrovsko-Razumovskiy 

proezd bld.1, 127287 Moscow

Tel.: +7 (800) 250-02-60

Chapchaev
Andrey
Anatolyevich

CEO

InfoTeCS OAO

Irina Komova

Tel.: +7 (495) 737-61-92, ext. 

5107

ABOUT COMPANY

MAIN TYPES OF PRODUCTS

CEO WEB-SITE

CONTACTS

MARKETING DIRECTOR
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Robotic Process 

Automation (RPA) 

Enterprise Content 

Management (ECM)

Internet of Things (IoT)

Aplana Group is a Russian manufacturer of software products for enterprises and the 
government, the leader in the domestic market of IT-solutions for digital transformation of 
the business of major corporate customers.
EXPERTISE 
• Consulting in the fi eld of business processes transformation, IT-strategies of a digital 
enterprise.
• End-to-end automation of digital business processes, accounting and analytical systems.
• Management of electronic documents, corporate archives, knowledge management 
systems.
• Search and analytical systems, software robots and solutions based on machine learning 
methods.
• Industrial Internet of things, systems and solutions for the "smart city".
• Design, development, testing, integration of corporate IS.

Aplana Group boosts its presence in the markets of the CIS countries and abroad. Over 
the years, high-tech developments have been provided for customers in the EU and 
the USA. The recent years have shown successful business development in Kazakhstan, 
Vietnam, Africa and the Middle East.

Morozov Igor Olegovich

Aplana International 

Projects

General Director

Tel.: +7 (495) 662-78-94

imorozov@it.ru

www.aplanagroup.ru

19 bld. 6 Leninskaya Sloboda Street, 

Moscow, 115280

Tel./Fax: +7 (495) 974-79-79

E-mail: info@aplanagroup.ru

Yapparov
Tagir
Galeevich

Chairman of the 
Board

Aplana Group

ABOUT COMPANY

MAIN TYPES OF PRODUCTS

HEAD WEB-SITE

CONTACTS

EXPORTS 

DEPARTMENT HEAD
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Services for report delivery 
to regulatory authorities

E-document fl ow between 
legal entities and in retail 

Services for business: 
accountancy, biddings, 
e-sign

SKB Kontur is one of the fi rst software developers in Russia.
Since 1988, the company has helped heads and accountants easier interact with the 
state and counterparties, simplify internal processes and faster cope with daily tasks.  
The company develops solutions for online reporting (External), electronic document 
management (Diadoc and Retail), conduct of business (Elba and Accounting), trade 
(Market and Kontur. FDO), as well as services for working with electronic signatures and 
biddings (Purchases, Spectrum).
The certifi cation center SKB Kontur is one of the largest commercial VCs in the country.  
Over 16 years of work it has issued 8 million certifi cates. 1.97 million customers use 
Services SKB Kontur. The fi rst export products of the company are Contour.Focus and 
Contour.Hotel.

Ustiuzhanin Igor Sergeevich

info@skbkontur.ru
Contact:620017, Ekaterinburg, Prospekt 

Kosmonavtov, house 56, fl oor 4 

Telephone: +7(343) 228-14-40, 228-14-41 

E-mail: info@skbkontur.ru

https://kontur-inc.com/about/info

Filatov 
Evgenii 
Yurevich

General Director

SKB Kontur Company

ABOUT THE COMPANY 

THE BASIC PRODUCTS

THE HEAD WEBSITE

CONTACTS

THE HEAD OF EXPORT 

DIRECTION 
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Kaspersky Total Security 
is a fl agman product in 
consumer products line

Kaspersky Security for 
Business with the set of 
targeted solutions provide 
multi-layered protection of 
corporate network

Kaspersky Industrial 
CyberSecurity is one of  
Enterprise CyberSecurity 
Solutions

Kaspersky is a global cybersecurity company founded in 1997. Kaspersky’s deep threat 
intelligence and security expertise is constantly transforming into innovative security 
solutions and services to protect businesses, critical infrastructure, governments and 
consumers around the globe. The company’s comprehensive security portfolio includes 
leading endpoint protection and a number of specialized security solutions and services 
to fi ght sophisticated and evolving digital threats. Over 400 million users are protected 
by Kaspersky technologies and we help 270,000 corporate clients protect what matters 
most to them. Learn more at www.kaspersky.com.

Aleksander Moiseev 

Chief Business Offi  cer

info@kaspersky.com

www.kaspersky.ru

39A/3 Leningradskoe Shosse

Moscow, 125212

Russian Federation

Tel.: +7 (495) 797-87-00

E-mail: info@kaspersky.com

Kaspersky
Yevgeny

CEO

AO Kaspersky Lab

ABOUT COMPANY

MAIN TYPES OF PRODUCTS

HEAD WEB-SITE

CONTACTS

EXPORTS 

DEPARTMENT HEAD
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Under Vehicle Surveillance 
System - SecurOS® UVSS

Face recognition based 
on convolutional neural 
networks - SecurOS® FaceX

Intelligent Accident 
Prevention System - 
SecurOS® Soffi  t

ISS is one of the world leaders of video management and video analytics systems 
development, as well as specialized hardware and software systems.

Operating in IT over 20 years, the company has accumulated unique experience in 
industry solutions designing for road and transport infrastructure, large-scale distributed 
sites (Safe City/Smart City), as well as mining and processing enterprises. ISS works 
in partnership with major system integrators, providing support at all stages of the 
deployment: from design to maintenance and scaling of implementations.

ISS implements projects worldwide, focusing its efforts on countries which actively 
investing in the development of advanced technologies. The company has TOP positions 
in Latin America, Russia and CIS, and is steadily expanding its presence in the Middle East. 
Since 2018, ISS has been actively investing in business development in Southeast Asia.

Nikolay Bushuev

Vice President International 

Markets

export@iss.ru

19/1 Suvorovskaya str., Moscow, 

Russia, 107023

+7 (495) 645-2121

info@iss.ru

en.iss.ru

Jarkoi 
Roman 

Chief Executive 
Offi  cer

ISS - Intelligent                    
Security Systems

ABOUT THE COMPANY

NEW PRODUCTS

MANAGER WEBSITE

CONTACTS

MANAGER OF 

EXPORTS
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Speech 
Technology Center

Speech Analytics 
and Service Quality 
Management.
Product: Smart Logger. 

Biometric Voice and Face 
Authentication.
Product: VoiceKey.

Intelligent Virtual Assistant.
Products: ChatNavigator 
and VoiceNavigator.

Speech Technology Center is a global developer, integrator and technology expert in the 
fi eld of biometry, speech synthesis and recognition, intellectual processing and analysis of 
a large amount of audio and video information.  

The company's activities are aimed at creating solutions for optimizing business 
processes, automating services, improving security and providing analytical information 
to organisations of various sectors: fi nance, telecoms, government, transport, logistics, 
manufacturing, sports sector, call centers, healthcare, education and welfare. 

The company exports to the USA, Kazakhstan, Belarus, Tajikistan, Uzbekistan, Ukraine, 
Finland, Czech Republic, South Korea, Kyrgyzstan, Moldova, Mongolia, Georgia, Germany, 
Ireland, Mexico, Ecuador, Colombia, Turkey, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Tunisia, UAE, 
Algeria, Egypt and other countries.

Prospective: Brazil, Japan, China, India, Argentina, Chile, Peru, Paraguay, Indonesia, 
Malaysia, Philippines, New Zealand.

Glebov Oleg Andreevich

International business 

development director 

Telephone: 

+7 (812) 325-88-48

ext.2086

www.speechpro.ru

3-11 Gelsingforsskaya St., bldg. D

St. Petersburg,

194044, Russia

Tel.: +7 (812) 325–88–48

E-mail: stc-spb@speechpro.com

Dyrmovskiy 

Dmitry
V.

President & 
CEO

ABOUT THE COMPANY

MAIN PRODUCTS

CEO WEBSITE

CONTACTS

THE HEAD OF EXPORT 

DIRECTION
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ABBYY FineReader 15

Featuring ABBYY’s latest 
AI-based OCR technology, 
FineReader makes it 
easier to digitize, retrieve, 
edit, protect, share, and 
collaborate on all kinds of 
documents in the same 
workfl ow.

ABBYY FlexiCapture

An Intelligent Document 
Processing platform built 
for the needs of today’s 
complex digital enterprise 
to handle every type of 
document

 ABBYY Intelligent Search

A quick search tool 
helping you gain business 
benefi ts from the 
accumulated data.

ABBYY is a global leader in Digital IQ. Our Digital IQ solutions empower the modern 
workforce with transformational digital skills to remove process friction and access more 
value from business content.

ABBYY customers and partners can be found in almost every vertical and region in 
the world. Thousands of organizations globally and more than 50 million people from 
over 200 countries and regions use ABBYY products, technologies, solutions and 
services. ABBYY provides AI-based solutions and services to one-third of the Forbes 
100 companies who are actively deploying a new digital workforce consisting of robotic 
process automation (RPA) software robots to achieve intelligent automation.

Minaeva Olga 

Aleksandrovna 

Tel.: +7 (495) 783-37-00

Mob.: +7 (926) 349-06-66

оlga.minaeva@abbyy.com

www.abbyy.com

2B Otradnaya street, bld.6, BC 

Otradniy, Moscow

Tel.: +7 (495) 783-37-00

Fax: +7 (495) 783-26-63

E-Mail: offi  ce@abbyy.com

Tereshchenko
Vadim

Administrative 
Director

ABBYY Production LLC

GR-DIRECTOR 

ABOUT COMPANY

MAIN TYPES OF PRODUCTS

HEAD WEBSITE

CONTACTS

ABBYY Timeline

A process intelligence 
platform allows 
businesses to analyze 
processes in real time 
and identify bottlenecks, 
predict future outcomes 
to facilitate decision-
making of technology 
investments.
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Network infrastructure 
security and VPN creation 
complex – HSEC Continent 

Complex solution for 
workstation and server 
security – Secret Net Studio

Virtualization security tool – 
vGate.

Security Code LLC is a Russian developer of software and hardware products, securing 
information systems  and ensuring its compliance of Russian and international standards. 
Products of the company secure network connection, workstations and server, virtual 
infrastructure, mobile devices, electronic workfl ows and can protect confi dential 
information, trade secret, personal data as well as a state secret.

Historically the company’s key market is Russia.  Nevertheless the company has been 
implementing the strategy of international expansion since 2016 year.

During 2018 Security Code was dramatically evolving its exterior market. As a result the 
company has obtained permits to export its product – Secret Net Studio. Furthermore the 
company actively develop the interconnection within countries of Middle East and South 
East Asia.

Kravchuk Oleg Viktorovich

Telephone: +7 (495) 982-

30-20

ext. 860

o.kravchuk@securitycode.ru

115230, Moscow, 1st Nagatinsky 

passage, h.10, str.1 

Telephone: +7 (495) 982-30-20

Fax: +7 (495) 744-29-31

www.securitycode.ru

Golov 
Andrei 
Viktorovich

CEO 

LLC “Security Code”

ABOUT THE COMPANY 

BASIC PRODUCTS

THE HEAD WEBSITE

CONTACTS

THE HEAD OF EXPORT 

DIRECTION
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Materials and 
Chemistry
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A modifi ed microspherical 
catalyst AOK-73-24 (T) for 
dehydrogenation of lower 
paraffi  n hydrocarbons C4-
C5.

Claus titanium dioxide 
catalyst
 AOK -75-46 (A, B, C) for 
treatment of  natural and 
industrial gases of different 
origin.

AOK-72-55 pentane-hexane 
fraction isomerization 
catalyst for production of 
Euro-5 fuels.

Katalizator JSC is the major designer and manufacturer of catalysts, sorbents and 
supports for oil refi ning, petrochemicals, desulphurization and industrial ecology in Russia. 
The enterprise is a research and production complex that for nearly 50 years has been 
successfully solving tasks of industrial catalysis, from the development of catalysts and 
technologies for their industrial production to large-scale production and engineering 
support of the supplied products. The company has extensive business ties and a wide 
sales network, both, in Russia and abroad. The company's products are delivered today 
to the USA, regions of the Middle East, and EEC countries. The total production capacity 
equals to 11,000 tons per year. The structure of the enterprise comprises production sites 
in Novosibirsk and the Novosibirsk Region, Krasnoyarsk Territory, Ryazan Region and 
Perm.

The key customers and partners are chemical, petrochemical, oil and gas refi neries and 
companies, enterprises of nitrogen, pharmaceutical woodworking and other industries.

1 Tikhaya street, 630058 Novosibirsk

Tel.: +7 (383) 306-63-18

Fax: +7 (383) 306-62-76

E-Mail: info@katcom.ru

www.katcom.ru

Khan
Vitaliy
Valentinovich

CEO

Special Design and 
Engineering Bureau “Katalizator” JSC

Tel.: +7 (383) 306-65-72

E-Mail: com@katcom.ru

ABOUT COMPANY

FLAGSHIP PRODUCTS

HEAD WEB-SITE

CONTACTS

SALES DEPARTMENT
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Hexafl uorobutadiene is
electronic gas for
plasmochemical
etching
in microelectronics

Trimethylsilane is an 
electronic gas used in the 
manufacture of integrated 
circuits

Glatimer acetate is an 
intermediate of a specifi c 
drug intended for the 
treatment of disseminated 
sclerosis

NH 2

O H

PCC Moscow Branch 

Tel.: +7 495 974 7401 ext.172

E-Mail: tarazdarova@

bioprocess.ru

Perm Chemical Company LLC

www.permchemical.ru

614034, Perm, 56 Voronezhskaya 

Street

Tel.: +7 (342) 252-07-67

Fax: +7 (342)  253-07-69

E-Mail: secr@permchemical.ru

Nesterov
Alexey 
Gennadyevich

General Director

PCC LLC is a Russian company that has been supplying electronic gases for 
microelectronics since 2005. The company also produces intermediates for 
pharmaceutical industry and raw composite materials production. More than 90% of 
products are exported to Japan, the USA, Korea, Germany, Great Britain and other 
developed countries.

Own production site in Perm with an area of 15 hectares, 6 production buildings, a fully 
equipped production laboratory, 2 scientifi c-research laboratories. A representative offi  ce 
is operating in Moscow.

Own production facilities, scientifi c-research laboratories and high technological potential, 
allows quickly responding to market demands and intensively working with customers at 
the level of laboratory research and trial production. 

ABOUT COMPANY

MAIN TYPES OF PRODUCTS

HEAD WEBSITE

CONTACTS

EXPORT DEPARTMENT 
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Physical protection 
equipment, for nuclear 
power plants

"FONTAN" blast inhibitors 
suppress the destructive 
effect of an explosion

Concealable and outer 
ballistic vests of all 
protection levels

Special Materials Corporation was established on the basis of the armor laboratory of the 
Central Research Institute of Materials of the Ministry of the Defense Industry of the USSR 
in 1991. At the moment, it is a leading Russian enterprise that develops and manufactures 
personal protective equipment, physical protection and counterterrorism equipment.

Special Materials Corp. is an innovative company that provides a full cycle of development 
and production of protective and engineering structures to secure important state 
institutions, nuclear facilities, guarded facilities of law enforcement agencies. These days, 
Special Materials Corp. includes Research Institute, Special Materials Plant, a testing and 
scientifi c-methodological center, and Armor Protection Center.

The company supplies its products to all regions of Russia and more than 35 countries 
of the world. Main export destinations are the CIS countries, India, Turkey, Bangladesh, 
Vietnam, Egypt, Australia, the USA, Indonesia, etc. The company exports equipment for 
nuclear power facilities, personal protective equipment and special equipment, blast 
inhibitors, armored structures, to mention but a few.

Vatnik Mikhail Pavlovich

Tel.: +7 (812) 542-81-14

Fax: +7 (812) 542-75-58

sm@npo-sm.ru

28a Bolshoy Sampsonievsky pr., 

Saint-Petersburg, 194044

Tel.: +7 (812) 294-58-20

Fax: +7 (812) 542-75-58

E-Mail: director@npo-sm.ru

www.npo-sm.ru

Silnikov
Mikhail
Vladimirovich

СЕО

Research and Production                         
Association of Special Materials CJSC 

ABOUT COMPANY

MAIN TYPES OF PRODUCTS

HEAD WEB-SITE

CONTACTS

EXPORTS 

DEPARTMENT HEAD
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Sealing materials and 
products Tensograph®

Ograx® Fireproof Materials Itecma® aerospace and 
other composite systems

The Russian leader in the fi eld of asbestos-free seals for industrial equipment and 
materials for passive fi re protection. Designer and manufacturer of aerospace polymer 
composite materials systems, climate panels. 8000 consumers, 37 thousand products, 
200 patents.

Tensograph® seals are widely used in almost all industries: in nuclear and thermal energy, 
petrochemicals and oil refi ning, engineering.  Ograx® fi re-retardant materials successfully 
provide passive fi re protection for industrial and civilian facilities. Itecma® composite 
materials systems are well established in the aviation and space industries.

Today, GC UNICHIMTEK products are regularly exported to the EU, Southeast Asia, South 
America, the Persian Gulf, the United States and the United Kingdom.  In the near future 
- expanding geography by opening regional points of presence, as well as consolidating 
positions in the markets.

Moldavanov Kirill Olegovich

Тел.: +7 (495) 580-38-94,

         ext.204

info@unichimtek.com 

www.unichimtek.com

www.unichimtek.ru

119991, Moscow, Leninskie gory, d. 1, 

str. (bld.) 11 Production site: 142181, 

Moscow region, Podolsk, mcr. (dstr.)   

Klimovsk, st. Zavodskaya, d. (h.)2

Tel./fax: +7 (495) 580-38-94

             +7 (495) 939-35-92

Email: info@unichimtek.ru

Avdeev  
Viktor 
Vasilevich

Chairman of 
the Board of 
Directors

ABOUT THE COMPANY

MAIN PRODUCTS   

MANAGER WEBSITE

CONTACTS

MANAGER OF 

EXPORTS

Group of Companies
“UNICHIMTEK”
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Flexible packaging Laminate tube Digital printing

Danafl ex is a leading producer of high-tech fl exible packaging materials. The quality of its 
products is appreciated in Russia and beyond. Highly effi  cient, cutting-edge equipment 
for fl exo, rotogravure, digital printing allows the company to manufacture products of the 
highest quality, meeting even the most complex of customers’ requirements.

Sales : to Germany, France, Finland, Norway, Switzerland, Sweden, the United Kingdom, 
Italy, Spain, Slovenia, Slovakia, the Czech Republic, the Netherlands. 
Sales being planned: extending the European market share and increasing exports 
volumes.

Nikolay Zubko

Mob.: +7 (909) 308-63-99

E-Mail: zubko@danafl ex.ru

142 Vosstaniya street, Kazan

Tel./fax: +7 (843) 212-53-53

E-Mail: danafl ex@danafl ex.ru

danafl ex.ru

Bashirov
Airat
Robertovich

President of the 
Company

Danafl ex-Nano LLC 

ABOUT COMPANY

MAIN TYPES OF PRODUCTS

HEAD WEB-SITE

CONTACTS

EXPORTS 

DEPARTAMENT HEAD
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Researches and pilot testing Catalysts production and 
supply

Development of Basic 
Engineering Designs of 
isomerization, reforming, 
hydrotreating units

SIE Neftehim,  LLC is a technology developer, catalyst manufacturer and supplier for 
reforming, isomerization, hydrotreating, and other oil refi ning processes with more than 
60 years of experience.

Many years’ experience, the availability of own research and design center as well as 
production facilities enable the company to provide comprehensive services from 
development of customer-oriented critical solution to  catalysts supply and technical 
support for start-upoperations, continuous technical support during unit operation.

The company has been time and again awarded with prizes for the active implementation 
of innovations and high export indices, including: Prize of the Government of the Russian 
Federation in the fi eld of science and technology for the development and large-scale 
implementation of Isomalk technology, Prize of the Government of the Russian Federation 
in the fi eld of international cooperation and export "Exporter of the Year" and others.
Catalysts and technologies, developed by SIE Neftehim, LLC, are widely used in Russia 
(more than 60% of the market of isomerization technology) and abroad.

Pankova Diana Vladimirovna

Telephone: +7 (861) 203-20-

20 (ext. 251)

ko@nefthim.ru

www.nefthim.ru

350007, Krasnodar, 4 Zakharov street

Telephone/fax: +7 (861) 203-20-20

E-mail: info@nefthim.ru

Shakun 
Alexander 
Nikitovich

President and 
CEO 

Limited Liability Company 
Scientifi c Industrial 
Enterprise Neftehim

ABOUT THE COMPANY 

BASIC PRODUCTS

THE HEAD WEBSITE

CONTACTS

THE HEAD OF EXPORT 

DIRECTION
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CruciblesMetal Conducting SystemsCeramic Disc Filter

NTC Bakor LLC specializes in the production of dense - special and porous permeable 
ceramics, refractories and melting crucibles, as well as ceramic fi lters. According to our 
own innovative developments, more than 70 grades of refractory ceramics for high-
temperature technological processes with an aggressive environment are produced.  
Specialists of the NTC Bakor completed more than 200 designs of furnaces of various 
types for glass, metallurgy, petrochemical and other industries.

NTC Bakor LLC has developed an innovative technology based on ceramic membranes for 
the mining, metallurgical, chemical and nuclear industries, the use of which has reduced 
the energy consumption for the fi ltering process by more than 20 times.

NTC Bakor LLC products are exported to 16 countries of the world, including Austria, 
Chile, Peru, India, Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, Belarus, etc.

NTC Bakor LLC owns more than 85 patents in Russia, two in Europe and a registered 
trademark.

Korolev Mihail Nikolaevich

Deputy General Director
108851, Moscow, Shcherbinka, 

ul. (st.) Yuzhnaya, d. (b.) 17

Tel.: + 7 (495) 502-78-68

E-mail: bakor@ntcbakor.ru

www.ntcbakor.ru

Krasnyi
Boris 
Lazarevich

GENERAL 
DIRECTOR

OOO (LLC) “Scientifi c and 
Technical Center “Bakor”

 ABOUT THE COMPANY

MAIN PRODUCTS

MANAGER WEBSITE

CONTACT

MANAGER OF 

EXPORTS
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WATER DRAINERS from composite 
materials; Drainage trays are used 
to collect and direct water fl ows. 
Installation is carried out under the 
bridge structure, as well as on the 
slopes of the mound

 CFRP (Carbon Fiber Reinforcement 
System) CarbonWrap®.; External 
reinforcement system based on 
carbon fi ber for reinforcement, repair, 
restoration and seismic reinforcement 
of building structures (reinforced 
concrete, stone, metal, wooden ones)

COMPOSITE CASES FOR 
PROTECTION OF PIPELINES. They 
are used to protect underground 
gas pipelines and pipelines at the 
intersection with roads, transport 
communications, heating networks.

NCC carries out a full cycle of development and manufacture of products from polymer 
composite materials for various industries: design and strength calculations, material 
development, tooling manufacturing, painting, prototyping, testing and certifi cation.

NCC, the largest manufacturer of  CFRP (Carbon Fiber Reinforcement System) 
CarbonWrap®. Using CarbonWrap®, projects on repairing and strengthening building 
constructions of industrial and residential premises and structures, nuclear and 
hydropower facilities, transport infrastructure, pipelines and reservoirs.

The milestones of the product range are as follows: auto components, composite profi les 
and fi ttings, UAV fuselages, mobile road surfaces, fi berglass railings, power transmission 
towers, sprinklers and water traps for cooling towers, fi berglass drainage trays, tactile 
indicators, fi ber, chemical pipes.

The key export markets: Belarus, India, Kazakhstan, Kuwait, Uzbekistan.

Rafailov Eugeniy 

Romanovich

Tel.: +7 (495) 775-46-94

         ext.7916

erafailov@nccrussia.com

42 Volgogradsky prospect, bld.5, 

109316 Moscow

Tel.: +7 (495) 775-46-94 

E-Mail: info@nccrussia.com

www.nccrussia.com

Rannev
Alexey
Kirillovich

General Director

NANOTECHNOLOGY CENTER 
OF COMPOSITES LLC

ABOUT COMPANY

MAIN TYPES OF PRODUCTS

HEAD WEB-SITE

CONTACTS

EXPORTS 

DEPARTMENT HEAD
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Sapphire ingots Sapphire wafer Sapphire wafer for LED 

Monocrystal (a part of Energomera Group) is the world's largest manufacturer of synthetic 
sapphire for light-emitting diodes and consumr electronics, as well as metallization pastes 
for solar energy. The company exports 98% of products to more than 25 countries: the 
UK, Germany, Hong Kong, Israel, India, Spain, Italy, China, Colombia, Mauritius, Malaysia, 
the Netherlands, Norway, Singapore, the USA, Taiwan, France, Switzerland, South Korea, 
Japan, etc.

The company has two production sites in Russia and one in China, sales offi  ces in South 
Korea, the USA, Taiwan, China, and a corporate institute of electronic materials.

Key products:
Sapphire wafers for LED
Sapphire ingots for LED
Optical components: polished windows, blanks 30-330 mm in diameter. Watch blanks for 
Swiss luxury brands.
Metallization pastes for solar energy.

Sapphire:

Tel: +7 (8652) 95-65-29

Fax: +7 (8652) 95-65-28

e-mail: sales@monocrystal.

com

Pastes and powders: 

Tel: +7 (8652) 56-31-41

Fax: +7 (8652) 56-15-98

e-mail: pv-pastes@

monocrystal.com

4/1 Kulakova pr., Stavropol, 355035

Tel.: +7 (8652) 95-65-29 

Fax: +7 (8652) 95-65-28 

E-Mail: sales@monocrystal.com

www.monocrystal.com

Kachalov
Oleg

Chief Executive 
Offi  cer

AO Monocrystal 

ABOUT COMPANY

MAIN TYPES OF PRODUCTS

HEAD WEB-SITE

CONTACTS

SALES
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AMIVAC – heat shrink high-
barrier bags

iPEEL – the world's fi rst easy 
peel plastic casing for hot 
dogs

AMISTYLE – heat shrink 
barrier fi lms for packaging 
of food products

We are manufacturers of plastic packaging for the food industry: barrier fi lms, sausage 
and hot dog casings, heat shrink bags, and label products.
We have been diversifying our business since 2011 (within the structure of the AGROCOM 
GROUP holding) by implementation of our project (manufacture of high-barrier fi lms for 
the food industry).
The Amistyle fi lms are high-tech products with an extra value for the consumer.  In 2016 
we launched the fi rst production line for the manufacture of biaxially oriented barrier 
fi lms.  Currently our company supplies about 20 novel products.
The customers are food industry processors.
The products are sold in more than 90 countries to more than 2,500 consumers.
We have branches in Moscow, St. Petersburg, Yekaterinburg and Novosibirsk.
Our representative offi  ces operate in Germany, France, Poland, Romania, Italy, Spain, 
North Africa, and South East Asia.
The network of dealers includes more than 200 companies.
Our production sites are located in Russia and in Czech Republic.
Conformity certifi cates: BRC IoP; Halal; ISO 9001; Sedex/SMETA 

Yevgeniy Paramonenko

Tel: +7 (800) 255 85 85 

ext. 3123

paramonenko_et@atlantis-

pak.ru

www.atlantis-pak.ru

72 Onuchkina St., Lenina Village, 

Aksay District, Rostov Province

+7 (800) 500 85 85 (Russia)

+7 (863) 255 85 85 (abroad)

Perepletchikov
Igor

Director General

PCF Atlantis-Pak LLC

ABOUT US

BASIC PRODUCT TYPES

CEO URL:

CONTACT

EXPORT SALES 

MANAGER
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Everest V2 is a coat for 
mountaineering with heat 
insulation from natural down

Vishera - female down-
padded coat from soft, 
velvet-like membrane 
material.

Shark Fin Flap - a three-
season skirt tent for 
mountain tourism and 
hiking.

BASK is Russian manufacturer of high-tech clothing for everyday life in cold weather.  The 
main specialization is development and production of warm clothing which is suitable 
even for the Arctic conditions.

A separate historical component of the company’s activities is expertness in the design 
and manufacturing of clothing and equipment for outdoor activities, tourism and extreme 
sports.  BASK has brought in the city technologies, previously available only to experts.
BASK has recently exported to Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Belarus, Uzbekistan, Chile, South 
Africa, the United Kingdom and other countries. It has an intention to expand sales of 
products in the EU.

TECHNOLOGICAL COMPETENCE OF THE COMPANY
• Development and production of innovative clothing models using
high-tech fabrics and heat insulation.
• Work with down and downy mixes.
• Experimental models with innovative coatings and materials.

Koznyakov Ivan Ilich

Telephone: 

+7 (495) 775-13-13

(Ext. 113)

ik@bask.ru

Moscow, 9 Godovikova street, bild.13

Telephone: +7 (495) 775-13-13

E-mail: info@bask.ru

www.baskcompany.ru

Bogdanov
Vladimir 
Fyodorovich

Director general

BASK Company Ltd.

ABOUT THE COMPANY

BASIC PRODUCTS

THE HEAD WEBSITE

CONTACTS

THE HEAD OF EXPORT 

DIRECTION 
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Mechanical 
Engineering 
and Industrial 
Equipment
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Laboratory Equipment Production Facilities Production Facilities

FROST LLC is a leader of industry in the fi eld of localization of the production of 
components of climate control systems for vehicles. The company has a number of 
patents for original development, carries out research and development works in 
own laboratories equipped with modern testing equipment. The company is certifi ed 
according to the IATF and ISO 9001 systems.

The production and engineering experience of the company was implemented in the 
AvtoVAZ LADA 4x4 project, the development of air conditioning systems for special 
vehicles, the development of sets of climate control systems for vehicles of the AURUS, 
LADA, WV, Renault brands. The production of aluminum sealed heat exchangers, 
aluminum extruded thin-walled profi les and pipes is localized.

For 26 years of successful work, the company has acquired reliable partners: PJSC 
AvtoVAZ, UAZ, FSUE NAMI, agricultural equipment manufacturers. The company's 
products are delivered to neighboring countries and the EU, the countries of Central and 
Latin America.

Kasparov Artur Vartanovich

Tel.: +7 (8482) 36-95-32, 

36-95-17, 42-01-50, 42-07-

95, 42-07-94, 42-05-47, 

42-02-27

mail@frost-lada.com

Legal (and postal) addresses:

Starter GCC No.36, 92 Dzerzhinskogo 

str., Togliatti, 445032 

Actual address:

2E Sportivnaya str., Primorskiy 

settlement, Stavropolskiy district, 

Samara Region, 445142

www.frost-lada.com

Boyarkin
Vadim
Alekseevich

Director

FROST LTD 

ABOUT COMPANY

NEW OPPORTUNITIES

HEAD WEB-SITE

CONTACTS

EXPORTS 

DEPARTMENT HEAD
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Russkaya Mekhanika (RM) JSC

Aleksandr Kryuchkov 

Tel.: +7 (4855) 320-300, 

ext.600

a.kryuchkov@go-rm.ru

22 Tolbukhina street, Rybinsk, 152914 

Yaroslavl Region

Tel.: +7 (4855) 320-300

E-Mail: info@go-rm.ru

www.go-rm.ru

Mozheiko
Leonid

General Director

Russkaya Mekhanika is a modern high-tech industrial enterprise. Our specialization is the 
design, manufacture and maintenance of off-road equipment - snowmobiles and ATVs.
Over its nearly half a century history, the plant located in the town of Rybinsk has 
produced over 450 thousand vehicles.
Russkaya Mekhanika produces multi-purpose and affordable equipment. Our snowmobiles 
and ATVs suit perfectly for both, work and leisure.

Our vehicles:
• serve in Russian Army, Border Troops, units of the Ministry of Emergencies and other 
security forces;
• assist in work and life to residents of the Far North and the Arctic zone of Russia;
• give joy to thousands of fans of outdoor activities, tourism, hunting and fi shing.

The products are traditionally exported to a number of CIS-countries. Russkaya Mekhanika 
is actively entering the Scandinavian snowmobile market (Finland, Sweden). The plans 
include promotion of ATVs in the market of the Southern Europe and Africa.

ATV RM 800 DuoSnowmobile Buran LeaderSnowmobile Vector 1000

ABOUT COMPANY

MAIN TYPES OF PRODUCTS

HEAD WEB-SITE

CONTACTS

EXPORTS 

DEPARTMENT HEAD
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Control and monitoring 
equipment (CME) of the 
spacecraft power supply 
system

Spacecraft voltage converter 
(VC)

Electromechanical drive 
for linear movement of 
critical moving units and 
mechanisms

Orbita, CJSC is one of the leading manufacturers of regulation and monitoring equipment 
(RME) for space vehicles and satellite electric power supply (EPS) systems.

The enterprise’s team has created the regulation and monitoring equipment for electric 
power supply (EPS) systems of space stations Salyut, MIR, International Space Station 
(ISS), as well as converters for the manned and cargo spaceships SOYUZ, Progress, 
Starliner.

The company's products are designed for use in telecommunication and scientifi c space 
vehicles, orbital stations, manned spaceships and other autonomous objects.

The products manufactured by Orbita, CJSC are exported to the USA. Exports are 
planned to India, Pakistan, Brazil, Angola.

Drozdov Sergey 

Anatolyevich

s.drozdov@orbitaenvo.ru

Romanov
Oleg
Petrovich

General Director

88 Peshe-Streletskaya str., Voronezh, 

394038 

Tel.: +7 (473) 263-21-24

Fax: +7 (473) 239-12-61

www.orbitaenvo.ru

Orbita CJSC 

ABOUT COMPANY

MAIN TYPES OF PRODUCTS

HEAD WEB-SITE

CONTACTS

EXPORTS 

DEPARTMENT HEAD
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Vacuum sweeper on 
commercial  chassis Bucher 
CityFant  

A multipurpose road 
maintenance vehicle  with 
the distributor of deicing 
materials Bucher UH

Self-propelled vacuum 
sweeper VKM-2020

Merkator Kaluga specializes in the design and manufacture of road maintenance special 
machinery and equipment in collaboration with the BUCHER MUNICIPAL Swiss concern.

The plant produces multipurpose road maintenance vehicles, vacuum sweepers on a 
commercial and self-propelled chassis, garbage trucks, as well as various attachments. 
The equipment produced by Merkator Kaluga is used for winter and summer maintenance 
of city roads, trunk-lines, sidewalks and other areas with hard surface.

In addition to domestic sales, the company's products are exported to the Republic 
of Kazakhstan. Currently, projects are being realized on selling the Merkator Kaluga 
machines to such countries of the near abroad as: Kyrgyzstan, Uzbekistan, Azerbaijan, 
Belarus, Armenia, Moldova.

Smirnov Sergey

s.smirnov@merkatorgroup.ru

+7 920 391 0919

www.merkatorgroup.ru

248033, 2 Energetikov street, Kaluga, 

Kaluga region

Tel.: +7 (495) 694-02-27, 694-02-69

  

E-mail: holding@merkatorgroup.ru

Khramtsov
Igor 
Aleksandrovich

CEO

Merkator Kaluga LLC

ABOUT COMPANY

MAIN TYPES OF PRODUCTS

HEAD WEB-SITE

CONTACTS

EXPORTS 

DEPARTMENT HEAD
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Radiation-resistant 
television system for visual 
observation of the main 
equipment of nuclear power 
plants

Electromechanical drives Remote-controlled 
diagnostic complex for in-
line pipe diagnostics

Diakont group of companies is one of the world’s leading manufacturers and designers 
of high-tech equipment aimed at improving safety and effi  ciency in such fi elds as nuclear 
energy, oil & gas, industrial manufacturing, housing and public utilities. The company’s 
product range includes: robotic diagnostics and maintenance systems, radiation-
resistant television cameras, automated control systems for nuclear power plants, 
electromechanical drives. 

A branch in the United States (San Diego) was opened in 2011. 
A branch in Italy (Arezzo) was opened in 2014.
A branch in China was opened in 2019.

The company occupies a leading world position in the production of radiation-resistant 
chambers for nuclear power plants and is actively developing a business in the fi eld of 
drive technology.  At the moment, it successfully sells the high-speed power actuators of 
its own production. 
About 20% of all products are manufactured for export.

Irina Belyavskaya 
Head of the CEO’s 
Department
belyavskaya@diakont.com

Mikhail Lyssy 
Chief Strategy Offi  cer
m_lyssy@diakont.com

www.diakont.ru

2 Uchitelskaya st., 195274, St. 

Petersburg, Russia

Tel.: + 7 (812) 334-00-81

Fax: +7-812-592-6265

E-mail: sales@diakont.com

Fedosovskiy
Mikhail 

Chief Executive    
Offi  cer

DIAKONT JSC

ABOUT THE COMPANY

MAIN PRODUCTS

HEAD OF THE COMPANY WEBSITE

CONTACTS

EXPORT MANAGER
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INTERSKOL JSC 

Vitaly Labukhin

Tel.: +7 (495) 665-76-31, 

ext.1082

E-Mail: 

v.labuhin@interskol.ru

29 Leningradskaya street, 141402 

Khimki

Tel.: +7 (495) 665-76-31

E-Mail: interskol@interskol.ru

www.interskol.ru

Nazarov
Sergey
Viktorovich

General Director

INTERSKOL is a leader in the Russian market of power tools and small-scale 
mechanization. For almost 15 years in a row, INTERSKOL brand products have remained 
the most popular and highly sought in Russia, as evidenced by such authoritative 
organizations as the Russian Association of Trading Companies and Manufacturers of 
Power Tools and Small-Scale Mechanization (RATPE). It’s enough to say that as of today, 
more than 40,000,000 units of INTERSKOL products have already been purchased on the 
territory of the Russian Federation alone.

Moreover, INTERSKOL JSC is the only Russian manufacturer of power tools and small-
scale mechanization equipment that has received offi  cial international recognition. Since 
2009, the company has been a member of the European Power Tools Association (EPTA), 
whose members are the 14 major and most reliable European tool brands - recognized 
world industry leaders.
As at the moment, INTERSKOL products are exported to Armenia and Moldova.

Circular saws 
(DP-190/1600M)

Angle grinders 
(USHM-125/900)

Rotary hammers 
(P-30/900ER)

ABOUT COMPANY

MAIN TYPES OF PRODUCTS

HEAD WEB-SITE

CONTACTS

EXPORTS 

DEPARTAMENT HEAD
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Profi le grinding machine 
with CNC STSh 31

Vertical lathe CNC STKP 
320+ machine

5-axis gantry milling CNC 
center STC F250 + (SК6P-
СNС)

STAN is the largest Russian integrated machine-tool company manufacturing machine 
tools at 7 sites in various regions of the Russian Federation, each of which specializes 
in one of the following types of equipment: milling, turning, grinding, stress, special, 
electrochemical, sheet metal processing machines, and also the production of 
components, assemblies, tools, equipment.  Certain types of products have no analogues 
in the Russian market.

STAN occupies more than 50% of the Russian market of metalworking equipment, 
supplying machine tools for the aircraft industry, transport and heavy engineering, nuclear, 
space and energy industries.  Since 2012, more than 1,700 units have been shipped to 
leading engineering companies included in GC Rostec, GC Roskosmos, GC Rosatom, PAO 
(PJSC) OAC, OAO (OJSC) Russian Railways, as well as oil and gas companies.

The company aims to expand export/localization of products to the markets of India, 
Pakistan and Kazakhstan.

Beshkarev Eduard 

Konstantinovich 

+7(495)916-55-55 ext. 1108     

+7 (495) 916-55-55

info@stan-company.ru

www.stan-company.ru

Guschin 
Maksim 
Valerievich

Chief Executive 
Offi  cer

ООО (Ltd) “STAN”

ABOUT THE COMPANY

MAIN PRODUCTS

MANAGER WEBSITE

CONTACTS

MANAGER OF 

EXPORTS
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NOVOMET-PERM JSC

Polina Plotnikova

Polina.Plotnikova@

novometgroup.com

Tel.:  +7 (905) 861-06-40

 +7 (342) 296-27-56, 

ext.500

395 Kosmonavtov shosse, 614065 

Perm

Tel.: +7 (342) 296-27-56 

Fax: +7 (342) 296-23-02 

 

E-Mail: post@novometgroup.com

www.novometgroup.com

Perelman
Maksim

CEO

Novomet Group of Companies is one of the Russian major holdings offering equipment 
for oil production and reservoir pressure maintenance. The Company not only creates 
complete pumping systems for oil and water recovery, but also maintains its equipment, 
providing its comprehensive service - from selection to the well to overhaul.

Since 2008, the Сompany has been exporting its equipment to overseas countries. 
The equipment under the Novomet brand is operating in such countries as Ecuador, 
Venezuela, Iraq, Argentina, Kuwait, Colombia, the USA, the UAE, Romania, Egypt, Turkey, 
Indonesia, Canada, Malaysia, Saudi Arabia, Kazakhstan, Azerbaijan. Over 1,700 production 
installations of the Company are currently operating overseas.

The total volume of export revenue in the Company has increased by 1.6 times compared 
to the previous year and made 40% of the total revenue in 2018. One of the main 
objectives of the development strategy of Novomet Group of Companies is to expand the 
share of exports to distant countries.

Offshore Oil Pumping 
Systems

Systems for maintaining 
reservoir pressure  based on 
horizontal pumping systems

Electric submersible 
pumping systems (ESPs) for 
horizontal and vertical wells

ABOUT COMPANY

MAIN TYPES OF PRODUCTS

HEAD WEB-SITE

CONTACTS

EXPORTS 

DEPARTMENT HEAD
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Series of High-Precision 
Universal Color Sorters
SMART SORT

A range of reliable, modern, 
compact color sorters 
OPTIMA

An optical sorter for secondary 
raw materials: SMW, plastics, 
glass, metals ECOSORT

CSort develops and manufactures color sorting machines - high-tech equipment for 
optical sorting of various bulk materials from impurities.

Color sorting is widely applied in agriculture, especially when visual inspection of 
products is required: when sorting grains, legumes, and oilseeds, nuts, grass seeds, frozen, 
or dried vegetables, fruits, and berries. Color sorters can sort almost any crops, quickly 
and effi  ciently separating a suitable product from a wide variety of weeds. The machines 
successfully cope with sorting tasks in non-food industries: secondary processing of glass 
or plastic, as well as sorting of wastes, salts, and minerals.

CSort LLC supplies equipment to 26 countries globally. The export share exceeds 30%. 
Over the next three years, it is planned to increase the export share by up to 50%, expand 
sales markets to the countries of the American continent, the countries of South and 
North America, and launch a representative offi  ce in Europe.

Starkov Aleksandr

E-Mail: a.starkov@csort.ru
75, Kalinina prospect, Barnaul, Altai 

region

Tel./fax: 

Administration: +7 (3852) 53-34-87

Sales: +7 (800) 222-08-45

E-Mail: info@csort.ru

www.csort.ru

Savinkov
Maxim
Vladimirovich

General Director

CSort LLC

ABOUT COMPANY

MAIN TYPES OF PRODUCTS

HEAD WEB SITE

CONTACTS

EXPORT DEPARTMENT 

HEAD
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LD SWIFT valve (zink plated 
interfl anged  steel ball valve)

LD PRIDE brass valves (dn15 
to dn50)

LD Energy valve (dn10 to 
dn800)

LD represents three full-cycle plants in Chelyabinsk. Production of steel ball valves, brass 
ball valves, fl anges and butterfl y valves. 
LD is the largest Russian manufacturer of shut-off valves and control valves for heat and 
gas supply with sales geography covering not only Russia and the CIS countries, but the 
countries of the European Union, which traditionally have high demands on the quality of 
the manufactured products.

LD products are certifi ed in accordance with Directive 2014/68/EU (PED) Pressure 
equipment and have CE mark. Today, LD pipe fi ttings (steel ball valves DN15 to DN800, 
butterfl y valves DN200 to DN1200, fl anges DN15 to DN200, brass ball valves DN15 to 
DN50) are exported to 20 countries, 10 of which are countries of the European Union.

Roman Mukhametshin

mrr@chsgs.ru

+7 (963) 079 2011

www.chsgs.ru

47 Yeniseiskaya str., Chelyabinsk, 

Russia, 454010

Tel.: +7 (351) 730-47-47 

E-Mail: offi  ce@chsgs.ru

Nevsky
Alexander
Petrovich

Director

LD COMPANY

ABOUT COMPANY

MAIN TYPES OF PRODUCTS

HEAD WEB-SITE

CONTACTS

HEAD OF 

INTERNATIONAL 

SALES DEPARTMENT
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Safes Medical furniture Industrial furniture

NPO Promet LLC is the largest Russian manufacturer and distributor of safes, offi  ce, 
medical and industrial metal furniture, metal doors, automatic storage systems and 
electronic locks. The manufactured products are reliable, functional, modern and comply 
with Russian and international quality standards.

Key competences of the company include fl exible, high-tech production and constant 
materials’ quality improvement based on the development of its’ own R&D departments. 
The key concept of enterprise management is the application of the lean manufacturing 
system, taking into account best KAIZEN practices.

The company exports the products to more than 76 countries.
Promising areas include strengthening positions in the markets of China and the USA.

Litvinenko Vitaly Viktorovich

Deputy Director for Export 

Sales

export@promet.ru

+7 (495)617-12-49

2A Dubovskaya str., Uzlovaya, Uzlov 

district, Tula Region, 301602

PROMET Industrial Zone, Sosenskoe 

settlement, Moscow, 108803

Tel.: (495) 777-48-38

www.safe.ru

Petrov
Evgeny 
Valeryevich

General Director

NPO PROMET LLC

ABOUT COMPANY

MAIN TYPES OF PRODUCTS

CEO WEB-SITE

CONTACTS

EXPORT DEPARTMENT 

MANAGER
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SVEL Group JSC

Tugolukov Anton Pavlovich

tugolukov@svel.ru
61 Chernyakhovskogo str., 

Yekaterinburg, Sverdlovsk region, 

Russia, 620010

E-Mail: info@svel.ru

www.svel.ru

Kishko
Alexey
Yurievich

General Director

SVEL Group is an international company, one of the leading manufacturers of electrical 
equipment in Russia and CIS.

The Group’s enterprises are one of the most dynamically developing in the industry in 
terms of increasing production and the pace of modernization. We help our customers 
by offering the best solutions since 2003. A unique combination of the reliability 
of our equipment, industry expertise, rates and quality of services provided is the 
basis of the worldwide success of our business. We are included in the Russian list of 
leading companies "National Champions" and fast-growing high-tech companies rating 
"TechUspeh".

Today, SVEL is a team with more than 2,500 experienced specialists. It is a company that 
occupies more than 30% of the Russian market of power and distribution transformers 
with fi ve production sites in Russia and Europe, sales offi  ces in seven countries of the 
world, and deliveries throughout Russia, near and far abroad.

Dry transformersCurrent Limiting ReactorsOil transformers

ABOUT COMPANY

MAIN TYPES OF PRODUCTS

HEAD WEB-SITE

CONTACTS

EXPORTS 

DEPARTMENT HEAD
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KS-18VT-12 complex (3-axis 
linear motors, composite 
Y-beam, 12 kW laser) at the 
Metalloobrabotka fair 2018 

KS-51VD-3 + 15 complex 
(two Y-beams, two 3 and 
15 kW lasers, completely 
independent cutting by each 
beam) at Metalloobrabotka 
2019 fair in Moscow

Laser cutting of zirconium, 
thickness 0.35mm, 
processing accuracy 20 
microns

Since 2001, VNITEP JSC has been dealing with development (the inventions are protected 
by patents) and mass production of heavy high-performance laser cutting machines for 
sheet metals (as well as for pipes) of various dimensions (in mm): from 1100 x 1250 to 
2550 x 12250. VNITEP Navigator machines are the world leaders in terms of performance 
and cost of products manufactured on them (metal parts). Along with this, “Navigator” 
machines are outstanding for problems characterized by high processing accuracy (for 
laser equipment / thermal cutting).
Applications of laser cutting machines are vast and constantly increasing, replacing 
alternative processing methods. Cutting a metal sheet and a pipe is a preparatory 
procedure for a wide range of sectors of the national economy, including:
• any branches of automotive industry – transport machines and vehicles, agricultural, 
heavy, precise and others
• home appliance production
• metal structures production
Exports. By now, the VNITEP machines are successfully operating in the markets of: 
Europe (including Estonia, Bulgaria, Belarus), Asia (Kazakhstan), North America (the 
USA). An active work is being in process to strengthen exports on these territories.

Korukov Aleksey 

Nikolaevich

Deputy General Director

www.vnitep.ru

Premises #8, 9 Universitetskaya street, 

Dubna, 141982  Moscow Region

Tel.: +7 (495) 740-77-59

Fax: +7(495) 740-77-59

E-Mail: laser@vnitep.ru

Korukov
Nikolay
Alekseevich

General Director

VNITEP JSC

MAIN TYPES OF PRODUCTS AND TECHNOLOGICAL CAPABILITIES

ABOUT COMPANY

HEAD WEB-SITE

CONTACTS

EXPORTS 

DEPARTMENT HEAD
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Automatic control system of 
hydraulic unit (SAU GA)

LLC “Rakurs-engineering”

CEO Deputy for strategy 

planning and developing 

Lelin Vladimir Georgievich

www.rakurs.com

Address: 198515, Russia, Saint-

Petersburg, Strelna, Svyazi street, 

house 30,  lit. A

Telephone: +7 (812) 252-32-44

Fax: +7 (812) 252-59-70

E-mail: info@rakurs.com

Chernigov 
Leonid 
Mikhailovich

Director general

LLC Rakurs Engineering (part of the Rakurs Group) is the resident of special economic 
zone in St. Petersburg. Over the past 28 years Rakurs Group has been gaining expertise 
in developing automated process control systems (APCS) for large-scale plants as well as 
relatively small stations in Russia and abroad.  
The Rakurs Engineering company provides full cycle of automated process control 
systems development and production for the power industry including R&D, design, 
software development, production and testing of the equipment, commissioning, training, 
maintenance during the entire life cycle.
The total power of plants (hydro, heat and nuclear stations), working under the control of 
automation production "Rakurs" is more than 50 GW.
Successfully implemented projects are in Russia, CIS countries (Tajikistan, Uzbekistan, 
Kyrgyzstan, Kazakhstan), India, China, Angola, Vietnam.  Expansion of export to Eastern 
Europe is planned.

Stationary Vibration Control 
and Diagnostics System of 
“Yenisei SVK” Hydropower 
Generator

Complex solution for the 
upper level of APCS of 
hydro and heat stations

ABOUT COMPANY 

BASIC PRODUCTS

THE HEAD WEBSITE

CONTACTS

THE HEAD OF EXPORT 

DIRECTION
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Heat tracing systems for oil 
& gas and other industries

De-icing systems for 
infrastructure and urban 
environment 

Critical components of heat 
tracing systems

SST Group, founded in 1991, is the largest in Russia and the world's second largest 
manufacturer of electric heating systems for industrial and domestic applications. 

SST Group’s solutions have applications in the oil and gas, chemical, mining, and other 
industries, construction, aircraft and ship engineering. Electric heating systems are 
intended to protect pipelines, vessels, and process equipment from freezing and to ensure 
uninterrupted operation of vehicles at freezing temperatures. De-icing systems contribute 
to a safer urban environment and reduce the risk of accidents. Consumer solutions offered 
by SST Group make homes more comfortable and safe — apartments and single-family 
properties. 

SST Group exports its products to 60 countries. SST Group has offi  ces in Germany, 
Switzerland, the United Arab Emirates, India, and China. The Group’s priorities include 
expanding its business in Africa and the Middle East.   

Industrial products: Arkadyi 

Tamayev, info@sst-em.ru

Consumer products: Natalia 

Laukhina, support@sst-

iwarm.com

Proyektiruyemyi proezd 5274, bldg 7 

Mytischi, Moscow Region,

141008 Russia

Tel.: +7 495 728 80 80

E-Mail: info@sst.ru

www.sst.ru

Strupinsky 
Michael 

CEO

SST Group

EXPORT 

DEPARTMENTS HEADS

ABOUT COMPANY

MAIN PRODUCTS

HEAD WEB-SITE

CONTACTS
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Сonstruction of traction 
substations of federal 
signifi cance with voltage 
class 110 / 27.5 / 10 kV

ACS TP blast furnace for a 
steel company in Kazakhstan

Substation with a capacity 
of 150/35/6 kV, Kirovsk

Our company SPBEC has twenty-year history of work in various fi elds of industry in 
Russia and abroad.  The company employs more than 600 highly qualifi ed specialists.  
The main activity of our team is a comprehensive implementation of complex technical 
solutions in areas of industrial automation, electrics, energy-saving technologies and heat 
engineering, as well as the construction of small and large industrial objects.

For more than twenty years we have been carrying out challenging and complex projects 
for leading industrial enterprises of the Russian Federation.  The geography of the 
company's projects covers 42 regions of Russia and 25 countries of the world.  SPBEC 
was directly involved in construction, reconstruction, modernization of foreign enterprises: 
ArcelorMittal Temirtau (Kazakhstan), Iskenderun Iron& Steel Works Company (Turkey), 
Taewoong Ltd (South Korea), etc.

Spitsyna Irina Ivanovna

Development director 

+7 (812) 331-96-20, ext. 129

196603 Saint-Petersburg, Pushkin,  

Parkovaya street, house 56, lit. A

Telephone: +7 (812) 331-96-20

E-mail: info@energy.spb.ru

www.spbec.ru

Narodickis  
Aleksandrs

The head 

SPb EC, Ltd. 

ABOUT THE COMPANY 

THE BASIC PRODUCTS

THE HEAD WEBSITE

CONTACTS

THE HEAD OF EXPORT 

DIRECTION 
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220 kV SFCL at Mnevniki 
electric power substation 
(JSC "UNECO", Moscow) 

500 kW HTS-engine for use 
in aviation (with the support 
of ARF)

Electric rocket engine 
equipped with an external 
fi eld HTS-magnet system up 
to 1 tesla

SuperOx is a Russian private high-tech company, a national leader in the production of 
equipment based on second-generation high-temperature superconducting wires. 

High-temperature superconductors are materials without electrical resistance, capable of 
transmitting record-high currents over a small cross section of a wire. They are the basis 
for creating breakthrough equipment for energy, transport, healthcare and science of the 
future.

Production and sale of Superconductive Fault Current Limiters (SFCL) is the Company’s 
main commercial line. SFCL will make the electric networks of cities and industrial 
agglomerations practically invulnerable to external infl uences and signifi cantly reduce the 
dependence on imports of traditional circuit breakers.

The integrated economic effect in the Moscow energy system alone is 148 billion rubles. 
Besides, the Company develops promising HTS technologies related to the use of electric 
propulsion in aviation, as well as heavy duty magnets for applications in thermonuclear 
and space technology.

Nauchny proezd 20, Technopark 

Slava, Moscow, 117246

Tel.: +7 (495) 669-79-95

E-Mail: info@superox.ru

www.superox.ru

Samoylenkov
Sergey
Vladimirovich

CEO

SuperOx СJSC 

Zaburdaev Alexey

Gennadievich

First Deputy General 

Director

ABOUT COMPANY

MAIN TYPES OF PRODUCTS

HEAD WEB-SITE

CONTACTS

DEPUTY HEAD
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Group of Companies 
“Refl ux”

Sergey Chernykh

development director

sc@refl ux.ru

109428, Moscow, Ryazansky Prospekt, 

30/15, fl oor 10, offi  ce 1016

 

+7 495 232 42 93, +7 495 617 11 70 

info@refl ux.ru

www.refl ux.ru

Pchelin 
Vladimir 
Mihaylovich

Chief Executive 
Offi  cer

PhD

The Refl ux group of companies is a commercial and industrial enterprise with its own 
production base (Refl ux-S plant, Saransk, Mordovia) and a trading house (Refl ux OOO 
(LLC), Moscow).

The main activities of the company are research and development, production and sale of 
lighting products of a wide scope.
Refl ux GC produces luminaires for general and special lighting with electronic ballasts, 
high-pressure discharge lamps (sodium and metal halide), including unique mirror lamps 
of the ДНаЗ/Refl ux Ag series, which have no world analogues.  The specially designed 
bulb shape of the Refl ux mirror lamp coated with a refl ector made of pure silver provides 
the highest possible effi  ciency of the optical system (0.95), uniform illumination and long 
lamp life.

Products under the trade mark Refl ux are widely used in street, industrial and greenhouse 
lighting.  Today more than 80% of greenhouses of the Russian Federation successfully use 
in their work mirror lamps ДНаЗ/Refl ux Ag.  Refl ux mirror lamps are exported to China, 
Kazakhstan, Belarus, Canada.

Innovative 740W Hybrid 
HPS +LED Greenhouse 
Illuminator 

Greenhouses fi xtures ЖСП 
25 with lamp ДНаЗ/ Refl ux 
Ag 1000W for import 
substitution

Unique mirrored lamp 
ДНаЗ/ Refl ux Ag 600W 
with silver dusting for 
greenhouses 
coating

ABOUT THE COMPANY

MAIN PRODUCTS 

MANAGER WEBSITE

CONTACT

MANAGER OF 

EXPORTS
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Drilling Rig Control Systems Low-voltage three-level 
frequency converters 
(general purpose industrial 
use)

D423 series electric motor 
for main mechanisms of a 
drilling rig.

A manufacturing and engineering company specializing in the development and 
implementation of electric drive control systems, automatic process control systems. 
Besides, the company develops and manufactures a wide range of electrical products 
such as special electric motors, industrial frequency converters, traction frequency 
converters, inverters and converters for alternative energy, energy storage systems.

Export: Direct deliveries to Kazakhstan. The manufactured equipment is a part of various 
engineering, metallurgy, oil and gas energy and other equipment manufactured by our 
customers; the equipment is exported to Latin America, the Middle East, and Central Asia

Chupin Evgeny Sergeevich

Marketing Director

Tel.: +7 (351) 775-14-18

E-Mail: EChupin@

momentum.ru

454007, Chelyabinsk, ul. 40th 

Anniversary of October, 19

Tel.:  (351) 775-14-20

Fax: (351) 775-14-16

 

E-Mail: offi  ce@momentum.ru

www.momentum.ru

Ilyasov
Valerik
Ayratovich

General Director

“Privodnaya Tekhnika”
Group of Companies

ABOUT COMPANY

MAIN TYPES OF PRODUCTS

HEAD WEB-SITE

CONTACTS

EXPORTS 

DEPARTMENT HEAD
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LLC “Tomskcable”

Vilmsen Sergei Petrovich

Telephone: +7 (3822) 49-

89-99, ext. 1448

 

E-mail: vilsp@tomskcable.ru

634059, Tomsk, Smirnova street, 3

Telephone and fax: +7 (3822) 49-89-89

Receiving offi  ce of director general 

+7 (3822) 49-89-89

E-mail: cable@tomskcable.ru

tomskcable.ru

Fedotov 
Alexander 
Alekseevich

СЕО

LLC “Tomskcable” is one of the leading manufacturers of cable and wire products in 
Russia, founded in 2000.  Production capacity - more than 110 modern production lines 
with the possibility of monthly processing up to 1,500 tons of copper and 700 tons of 
aluminum.  LLC “Tomskcable” is constantly modernizing and optimizing its production 
process.  Each stage of the fi nished-product output technology is automated and has a 
rigid 100% control.
Over the past 3 years, the company's turnover has increased by 63%.  In 2018, the plant 
entered RBC rating: 50 fastest growing companies in Russia. 
The main application areas of the manufactured products: Large enterprises in energy, oil 
and gas, petrochemical, nuclear and construction industries.
Export of products by countries and plans to expand export countries:
Sales geography:
• 46 regions of Russia
• 9 countries of near and far abroad (Azerbaijan, Armenia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, 
Tajikistan, Mongolia, Belarus, Uzbekistan, Germany).  It is planned to enter the markets of 
the following countries: India, Vietnam

Universal mounting cables 
Tofl ex KU

Fire resistant control cablesPower cables Tofl ex R for 
voltage 6-35 kV

ABOUT THE COMPANY

BASIC PRODUCTS

THE HEAD WEBSITE

CONTACT

THE HEAD OF EXPORT 

DIRECTION 
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AKOM + EFB (Calcium 
Battery Line with Advanced 
EFB Technology)

REACTOR (A range of extra-
power batteries with record 
inrush currents)

AKOM + EFB Asia 
(Accumulators with EFB 
technology for Asian 
automobiles)

AKOM JSC is a technological and industrial leader in the Russian battery industry. The 
company produces and sells lead-acid starter batteries with a nominal capacity from 55 
to 240 A-h under the following trademarks: AKOM (including truck batteries), REACTOR, 
BRAVO (including truck batteries), AKOM + EFB, AKOM ASIA, AKOM ASIA + EFB, 
RUSBAT, RUSBAT +, ULTIMATUM AGM, Zhigulevskiy Accumulator. Production capacity is 
3.5 million batteries per year. 

AKOM JSC possesses advanced technological experience in the fi eld of production of 
rechargeable batteries, unique world-class equipment and modern battery manufacturing 
technologies: Ca / Ca, PUNCH, EFB, AGM, GEL. The company provides over 50% of all 
deliveries to the Russian automobile manufacturers' market, while the export share makes 
almost 70% of the total export volume of domestic batteries. Every third rechargeable 
battery installed on cars in the territory of Russia is manufactured at the AKOM plant 
(Zhigulevsk). AKOM dealership network includes more than 100 partners in all regions of 
Russia and 36 in foreign countries. Priority directions of exports development: Bulgaria, 
Czech Republic, Iran, Afghanistan, Germany.

1.Kalugin Alexey
Valentinovich - Dealership 
Network Development Director,
Trading House AKOM, JSC 

Tel.: +7 (8482) 956444 (ext.1700)

2.Kirpichnikova Olga
Valeryevna – Commercial Director, 
AKOM Group of companies, JSC

Tel.: +7 (8482) 956444 (ext.2198) 
kirpichnikovaOV@akom.ru

www.gk-akom.ru

22 Otvazhny proezd, Zhigulevsk, 

445359 Samara Region

Tel.: (8482) 956-444

Fax: (8482) 956-429 

E-Mail: desk@akom.ru

desk@akom.su

Ignatyev
Nikolay
Mikhailovich

President, AKOM 
JSC 

AKOM JSC

ABOUT COMPANY

MAIN TYPES OF PRODUCTS

HEAD WEB-SITE

CONTACTS

EXPORTS DEPARTAMENT 

HEAD
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Electronics 
and Instrument 
Engineering
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SAKZ-MK®-1A: control of 
natural gas leakage in the 
premises of the household 
sector.

SAKZ-MK®-2A: control of 
natural gas leakage in the 
premises of the household 
sector.

SAKZ-MK®-ZE: control of 
natural gas leakage in the 
premises in production 
facilities and boiler houses.

For twenty years, Center for Innovative Technologies - Plus LLC has been one of the 
leaders in the Russian market for the production of electronic systems in the fi eld of gas 
equipment.

The company produces automatic gas leak control systems SAKZ-MK®.

The systems achieve a strong position in markets, both in Russia and in countries of 
the near abroad - the Republic of Kazakhstan, the Republic of Belarus, the Republic of 
Uzbekistan, and the Republic of Kyrgyzstan. Today, sales in the republics amount to 29 
million rubles. Next year sales are planned to be increased to 50 million rubles.

Martynov Dmitry 

Anatolyevich

Tel./Fax: +7 (8452) 64-92-

82, 64-32-13, 69-32-23

E-Mail: martynov@cit-td.ru

www.cit-plus.ru

44B  1st Pugachevsky poselok, 

Saratov, Russia, 410010

Tel. / Fax: +7 (8452) 64-92-82, 64-32-

13, 69-32-23

E-Mail: info@cit-td.ru, ko@cit-td.ru

Yudakov
Mikhail
Alexandrovich

Director

Center for Innovative 
Technologies - Plus LLC

ABOUT COMPANY

MAIN TYPES OF PRODUCTS

HEAD WEB-SITE

CONTACTS

EXPORTS 

DEPARTMENT HEAD
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Laser Systems JSC 

Vasilyev Dmitry Nikolaevich

First Deputy General 

Director
34A  Svyazi str., SEZ Neudorf,  Strelna,  

St.Petersburg, 198515

Tel.: +7 (812) 612-02-88

Fax: +7 (812) 612-02-89

E-mail: offi  ce@lsystems.ru 

www.lsystems.ru

Morozov
Aleksey
Vladimirovich

General Director

Laser Systems JSC is a modern innovative enterprise operating in the fi eld of laser 
technologies and optoelectronic systems. The company was founded in 1998. 

Today, Laser Systems products contribute to enhancement of safety of manufacturing 
enterprises, facilitate to solve critical tasks in the fi eld of air navigation and meteorology, 
to create modern production and to produce unique products.

In the course of its existence, the company has implemented hundreds of signifi cant 
projects in various fi elds: high-power lasers, environmental monitoring complexes and 
aviation equipment, special complexes for providing Radiological, Chemical and Biological 
Defence (RChBD), additive technologies and advanced composite materials, space 
developments.

The developed systems are mass-produced for the needs of Russian commercial and state 
structures. Besides, Laser Systems JSC implements a number of projects under export 
contracts.

Industrial 3D printer for 
manufacturing parts with 
metal powders

Meteorological equipmentNon-contact
alcohol detection devices for 
the enterprises

ABOUT COMPANY

SPECIAL TYPES OF PRODUCTS

HEAD WEB-SITE

CONTACTS

EXPORTS 

DEPARTMENT HEAD
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Diodes and thyristors IGBT modules Power assemblies

JSC Proton-Eleсtrotex is a Russian leader in the design and manufacture of power 
semiconductors including diodes, thyristors and IGBT modules, measuring equipment, as 
well as power assemblies based on manufactured semiconductors.

The company is located in Orel and provides both, direct deliveries of products to 
customers and deliveries through an affi  liate and distribution network around the globe. 
The main areas of application for the company's products are electric drives, mining 
equipment, traction, induction heating and melting, power grid, renewables, and welding 
equipment.

More than 70% of the company's products are exported. The sales geography covers 
more than 60 countries including Germany, Great Britain, Estonia, India, China, etc. In 
general, the company's products are chosen by more than 1,200 customers worldwide. 
The priority directions for the development of the company's export are the markets of 
India, China and Turkey.

Tyukov Andrey 

Vyacheslavovich

Deputy General  Director for 

Exports

a.tyukov@proton-electrotex.

com

www.proton-electrotex.com

off. 14, room 27, 19 Leskova Str., Orel, 

Russia, 302040

E-mail: info@proton-electrotex.com

Tel.: +7 (4862) 44-04-56

Fax: +7 (4862) 44-04-45

Semenov
Alexander
Yurievich

General Director

 JSC Proton-Eleсtrotex

ABOUT COMPANY

MAIN TYPES OF PRODUCTS

HEAD WEB-SITE

CONTACTS

HEAD OF EXPORT 

DEPARTMENT 
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The FINK passenger 
train (Zentralbahn AG, 
Switzerland) equipped 
with an autonomous track 
monitoring system (ATM)

Autonomous informational 
and measuring system 
‘INFOTRANS-Lastochka’ 
installed in a light rail train

Multifunctional diagnostic 
train ‘ERA +’

RPC INFOTRANS was founded in 1990. The Company is one of the leading enterprises in 
Russia and worldwide in terms of development and production of innovative scientifi c and 
technical products for railway transport. The scope of JSC RPC INFOTRANS competence 
comprises creation of railway infrastructure diagnostics and information and analytical IT 
systems for diagnostic forecast and analysis.
The Company’s activities are expressly innovative. The Company employs specialists in 
the fi eld of engineering research, design development, creation of software products and 
systems, production organization.
Taken as a whole, it provides the effi  cient operation of the enterprise at each stage of the 
product life cycle.
JSC RPC INFOTRANS is an exporter of high-tech products. In addition to the delivery 
within the Russian Federation, the Company's items are supplied to the countries of 
Central Europe (Germany, Switzerland), the CIS, Transcaucasia and the Baltic states. 
INFOTRANS has been conducting scientifi c, technical and technological interaction with 
the countries of the Southeast, Central, South and Middle Asia, North Africa, Western and 
Eastern Europe and the Middle East.
The Company uses BigData technology, the Internet of things (“IoT”) and maximum 
automatization such as diagnostic robots integrated into rolling stock in its developments.

Aleksei Usoltcev

Commercial Director

Tel.: +7 (846) 337-92-83

www.infotrans-logistic.ru

47 Polevaya street, Samara, 443001 

Russia

Tel.: +7 (846) 337-51-26

Fax: +7 (846) 337-52-18 

 

E-Mail: offi  ce@infotrans-logistic.ru

Mikhalkin
Igor 

General Director

JSC RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION 
CENTER INFOTRANS 

ABOUT COMPANY

MAIN TYPES OF PRODUCTS

HEAD WEB-SITE

CONTACTS

HEAD OF EXPORT 

DEPARTMENT 
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Data Centers and RSС 
Tornado Supercomputers 
with 100% Liquid Cooling

All-in-One Mobile Computer 
Complex RSС DCmicro

High-mobility computer 
complex RSС Pole

RSC Group is a leading Russian “beginning-to-end” developer, integrator and a world 
technological leader in the fi eld of creating innovative super dense, scalable and energy-
effi  cient solutions for high-performance computing (HPC) and data processing centers 
(DPC).

Today, the RSC’s potential allows creating the most energy-effi  cient solutions with a 
record PUE index and computational density while ensuring the highest reliability of any 
solution, all-silent operation and achieving an all-time low TSE.

The solutions by RSC have been in industrial use for more than 10 years for modeling 
and calculating of the scientifi c research and industrial tasks in such industries as aircraft 
engine production, energy, oil and gas industry, etc.

Planned exports in 2020-2022: India, Europe

COO:

Shmelev Alexey Borisovich

+7 (495) 640-3107

hq@rscgroup.ru

36 bld.23 Kutuzovskiy prospect, 

Moscow, 121170

Tel./fax: +7 (495) 640-3107

E-Mail: hq@rscgroup.ru

www.rscgroup.ru

Moskovskiy
Alexander

CEO

ZAO RSC Technologies

ABOUT COMPANY

MAIN TYPES OF PRODUCTION

HEAD WEB-SITE

CONTACTS

EXPORTS 

DEPARTMENT HEAD
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Bee Pitron LLC 

Kokotkov Vadim Viktorovich

Deputy General Director

E-Mail:

Vadim@beepitron.com

Tel.: +7 (812) 740-18-00

4 Vilenskiy pereulok, St. Petersburg, 

191014 Russia

Tel.: +7 (812) 740-18-00

Fax: +7 (812) 272-38-69

E-Mail: all@beepitron.com

www.beepitron.com

Shevtschenko
Denis
Nikolaevich

General Director

Bee Pitron is one of the fi rst companies in Russia and the CIS-countries to launch the 
technical re-equipment of domestic industrial enterprises.

Since 1995, we have been supplying electrical components; in 2000, our design bureaus 
and production began to operate.

Over the years of its existence, Bee Pitron has participated in projects of various scales. 
Our customers are major, medium and small enterprises of all basic industries, including 
aircraft and space ones.

Since 2014, the company has been actively operating in foreign markets. Our key markets 
are: India, Vietnam, China and the developing countries of Asia. An active work on import 
substitution of a number of foreign-made electrical products is being in process. In 
particular, fi ber optic adapters and converters, marine heating systems have already been 
completely localized. Active deliveries of a number of localized products to the Russian 
enterprises are being conducted. 

A special cable sampleAn optical cable sampleCable solution on domestic 
components, after import 
substitution

ABOUT COMPANY

MAIN TYPES OF PRODUCTS

HEAD WEB-SITE

CONTACTS

EXPORTS 

DEPARTAMENT HEAD
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Geoscan group 

Lida Hsieh

Head of international 

communications

l.hsieh@geoscan.aero

194021, St. Petersburg, 

Shatelena st. 26A

Phone 8 800 333-84-77

Fax +7(812) 313-63-89

E-mail: info@geoscan.aero

www.geoscan.aero

Semenov
Alexey

Chief Executive 
Offi  cer

Geoscan group is a leading developer and producer of unmanned aerial photography 
systems for agriculture, mining, magnetic survey, oil industry, city planning and 
construction. We provide service for mid- and large-scale contractors, as well as state and 
city administrations.

UAV can collect data in any terrain conditions, while our own software solutions provide 
high accuracy of processed data to visualize it, create orthomosaic and 3D surface 
models.

Recently Geoscan started providing drone show as a service for event agencies. We also 
take part in educational events at schools and universities.

Geoscan systems perform survey and monitoring missions in Angola, India, Mexico, 
Bosnia and Herzegovina, Kazakhstan. Our UAVs are distributed to 15 countries, while 
data visualisation and analysis software is widely used by professional community in 130 
countries.

Geological research 
with UAV system

3D models of cities 
and terrain

UAVs for aerial 
and geomagnetic survey

COMPANY OVERVIEW

KEY PRODUCTS

MANAGER WEBSITE

CONTACTS

EXPORT DEPARTMENT
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TRAFFIC ALERT COLLISION 
AND AVOIDANCE SYSTEM 
(TCAS)

TERRAIN AWARENESS 
WARNING SYSTEM (TAWS)

BOARD METEONAVIGATION 
RADAR STATION (MNRLS)

Joint-Stock Company Board Air Navigation Systems ("BANS") offers complex integrated 
solutions, as well as equipment and systems designed to ensure the safe and effi  cient use 
of airspace at all fl ight stages from apron to apron.

The Company's products are designed to equip aircrafts, airfi elds, regional ATM and ATC 
centers.
It includes ground, airborne and space equipment that implements ICAO CNS / ATM 
technologies to provide aeronautical information to all air traffi  c participants, as well as 
fl ight safety systems, including meteorological equipment.

The products export is planned as a part of the airborne equipment complex of the MC-
21 and Sukhoi Superjet "SSJ-NEW" aircrafts. Estimated sales markets include the Central, 
West and South-East Asia, Egypt, Mexico and Norway.

Lemishchenko Ekaterina 

Tel.: +7 (965) 305-25-63

E-mail: lev@ians.aero

www.bans-avia.ru

Build. 12/15 Bolshaya 

Novodmitrovskaya street, room #8, 

fl oor 3, 12, Moscow, 127015 Russia

 

Tel./Fax: +7 (495) 280-16-83

E-mail: info@bans.aero

Kizilov
Mikhail

General Director

BANS JSC 

ABOUT COMPANY

MAIN TYPES OF PRODUCTS

CEO WEB-SITE

CONTACTS

EXTERNAL RELATIONS 

DIRECTOR
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1967BH028 32-bit High 
Performance Digital Signal 
Processing Chip

Microcircuit of high-speed 
RAM 16M (1M x 16 bit) 
1645RU6U1

Radar "MARS-1A1/10" 
for monitoring the road 
situation, analysis of 
information about the 
detected targets and their 
motion parameters

(JSC) ICC Milandr’

Khafi zov Rashit Zakirovich 

Deputy CEO for Strategic 

Planning and Marketing

Tel: +7 495 981 54 33 

ext. 115

Mob: +7 926 868 56 07 Fax: 

+7 495 981 54 36

E-mail: hafi zov.r@milandr.ru

Address: 124498, Moscow, Zelenograd, 

Georgievskiy prospekt (avenue), building 

5, fl oor 2, premises I, room 38.

Tel.: +7 (495) 981-54-33

Fax: +7 (495) 981-54-36

e-mail: info@milandr.ru

www.milandr.ru

Pavlyuk 
Mikhail 

Chief Executive 
Offi  cer

Milandr is the leading Russian designing and manufacturing company of current state 
technology integrated circuits.

The company’s main profi le is design and manufacture of high-reliable microelectronic 
devices (microcontrollers, microprocessors, RAM and ROM devices, transceivers, 
voltage converter circuits, radio frequency ICs) electronic units and software for modern 
information systems and microelectronic products. Milandr’s key feature is full cycle of ICs 
and packaged electronic circuits creation: from design and manufacture of commercially 
successful innovative products to all realized projects’ full technical support.

The main consumers of products under the Milandr brand are Russian instrument-making 
enterprises - manufacturers of communication equipment, radio engineering systems, 
on-board computers and telemetry systems.  Milandr has its representative offi  ces in the 
cities of Voronezh, Nizhny Novgorod, Yekaterinburg, and Penza.

ABOUT THE COMPANY

MAIN PRODUCTS   

CEO WEBSITE 

CONTACT

MANAGER OF 

EXPORTS
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GPON equipment Ethernet-switches, service 
and transport routers

Wi-Fi access points, internal 
and external devices, Wi-Fi 
network controller

ELTEX is Russian developer and manufacturer of telecommunication equipment. The 
Company carries out the full cycle of developing and manufacturing comprising: 
integrated circuit design, software design, samples engineering and batch production. 
ELTEX’s equipment is produced within its own industrial capacity.
Specialization: 
Developing and manufacturing of network and telecommunication equipment. 
Application:
Large telecom operators;
Government services and authorities; 
Oil, gas, commercial and industrial enterprises.
Export is focused on:
Kazakhstan, Belarus, Armenia, Serbia, Montenegro, Czech Republic, North and South
America, Vietnam, Thailand, Indonesia, United Arab Emirates.
In the future - Latin America, Central America.

The head of department 

Moiseev Mikhail Yurevich

+7 (383) 274-48-48 (ext. 

5005)

E-mail: mikhail.moiseev@

eltex-co.ru 

630020, Novosibirsk, Okruzhnaya 

Street 29V

Telephone +7 (383) 274-10-01

Fax +7 (383) 274-48-02

e-mail eltex@eltex-co.ru

www.eltex-co.com

Chernikov 
Aleksey 
Nikolaevich

Director

Eltex Enterprise LTD 

ABOUT COMPANY

MAIN PRODUCTS

THE HEAD OF THE COMPANY WEBSITE

CONTACTS

THE HEAD OF EXPORT 

DEPARTMENT
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Prima-KV (HF airborne radio 
set) 

TSIMS-A (Digital integral 
communications module)

Prima-DMV (Aviation 
airborne V/UHF radio set)

PRIMA Research and Production Enterprise is a dynamically developing Russian 
enterprise, engaged in the development and production of the avionics communications 
equipment. PRIMA is on TOP-5 of the most innovative companies in Russia according to 
the results of the TekhUspekh-2018 rating.

Company technological expertise
When developing the production and technological base, PRIMA masters new 
technologies, high-accuracy and high-performance technological equipment, implements 
modern control devices, opens new production facilities fi tted with automated equipment 
in order to decrease costs and to increase the quality of products manufactured. 

Activities and key products
Development and production of ground-based radio communications suites for aviation 
and armoured vehicles, HF, VHF, V/UHF radios, wireless communications systems

Key foreign customers: Algeria, Egypt, Belarus, Kazakhstan, Pakistan, the Republic of Mali, 
Jordan, India, China, Nigeria, Iraq, Myanmar, the United Arab Emirates and Bangladesh.

Stroikov D.I.

Marketing Department Head

+7 987 748 97 50

stroikov@prima.nnov.ru

1zh Sormovskoe shosse, Nizhny 

Novgorod, 603950

Tel./fax: +7 (831) 277-99-91

E-Mail: info@prima.nnov.ru

www.prima.nnov.ru

Research & Production 
Enterprise PRIMA LLC

Shaykin
Viktor
Viktorovich

General Director
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Treshchikov
Vladimir
Nikolaevich

General Director

Telecommunication  
DWDM equipment "Volga"

Hardware-Software 
Complex “Dunay”

Optoelectronic components

The Company’s specialization:
• Development and manufacturing of spectral multiplexing telecommunication equipment 
for optical communication networks.
• Organization of new generation high-speed backbone communication channels based 
on dense wavelength-division multiplexing (DWDM) technology.
• Development of a system of distributed fi ber-optic sensors for the protection and 
monitoring of extended objects.
• Development and production of optoelectronic components.
• R&D on order including development of devices for a various tasks in the fi eld of optical 
physics.

The main areas of use of the products manufactured:
• Fiber optic backbone communication lines
• Data Centers (DCI)
• Metropolitan area optical networks
Export of products and plans to expand export countries. Sales are performed: Belarus, 
Kazakhstan, Malaysia and South Korea. Planned sales: Southeast Asia, CIS, the Middle East 
and Africa.

Ivanov Alexey – Deputy 

General Director for Foreign 

Economic Affairs

Tel.: +7 (499) 271-61-61, 

ext.9553|9705|9701

44 Krasnobogatyrskaya street, bld.1, 

107076 Moscow

Tel.: +7 (499) 271-61-61, +7 (495) 380-

01-79

E-Mail: info@t8.ru

www.t8.ru

T8 LLC

CONTACTS

MANUFACTURED PRODUCTS 
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Streletz-PRO 
is a new generation of 
wireless fi re detection and 
security system.

Bracelets - 
individual wearable 
devices for localization 
and notifi cation inside and 
outside a building.

Ariadne's Thread is
a wireless directional 
evacuation control system,
providing the light and 
sound track.

Argus Spectrum International is one of the world’s leading manufacturers specializing 
in the development and production of innovative wireless and wired fi re detection and 
security systems. The company was founded in the city of St Petersburg in 1993 by two 
leading scientists, operating within the faculty of Peter the Great Polytechnic University. 
Argus Spectrum International has installed more than 150,000 wireless systems and sold 
7,000,000 wireless devices all over the world so far. The company's systems protect such 
iconic objects as Big Ben, the Queen's Castle in Scotland, the Royal Theater of Belgium, 
the universities of Cambridge and Eaton, Frankfurt-on-Main Airport, Hermitage.

The Argus Spectrum International factories are located in St. Petersburg and Finland. The 
company produces wireless fi re detection and security systems incorporating technology 
with the ability for evacuation people with disabilities and fi refi ghters.

With the launch of the manufacturing facility in Finland, as well as in frames of partnership 
with a number of international companies, Argus Spectrum International is planning 
to signifi cantly expand its exports direction and increase the supplies of radio-channel 
equipment to countries in Europe and the Middle East.

Executive Director

Mikhail Levchuk 

E-mail: ML@argus-spectr.ru

St. Petersburg, Serdobolskaya street, 

65, 197342 

Tel.: +7 (812) 703-75-00

E-mail: mail@argus-spectr.ru

www.argus-spectr.ru

Levchuk
Sergey

General Director

ARGUS-SPECTR LLC 
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Systems-on-Chip
Microcircuits of SoC type 
based on MULTICORE 
proprietary platform

RACCOON radar station
A radar station for detection 
and tracking of ground, 
surface and airborne targets

PSIM NEST
A software package for 
control and data exchange 
in physical security systems

ELVEES RnD Center, JSC, is a leading Russian developer of SoCs and devices based on 
them. The company is a center of competence in the design of microchips and systems-
on-chip, artifi cial intelligence systems, video analytics, integrated security systems.

ELVEES RnD Center, JSC, was established in 1990 on the basis of a structural unit of ELAS 
research and production association, which performed advanced projects in the fi eld of 
space electronic technology in the 1960–80s. The Company focused on the development 
of conceptually new domestic import-substituting SoC microcircuits on the basis of 
its proprietary MULTICORE design platform. To diversify and convert its activities, the 
company engaged in technical security systems in 2001.

The staff of ELVEES RnD Center, JSC, exceeds 500 highly-qualifi ed specialists, including 6 
Doctors of Engineering and 27 PhDs in Engineering.

Ekaterina Yaroslavovna 

Petrichkovich – Deputy 

General Director for Foreign 

Economic Affairs

epetr@elvees.com

Visiting address: 4 bld.2, proezd 4922, 

Zelenograd, Moscow, Russia, 124498

Postal address: P.O. Box 19, Moscow, 

Russia, 124460

Tel.: +7 (495) 926-79-57

Fax: +7 (495) 731-19-61

E-Mail: secretary@elvees.com

www.multicore.ru, www.elvees.ru

Petrichkovich
Yaroslav
Yaroslavovich 

General Director

ELVEES RESEARCH AND 
DEVELOPMENT CENTER JSC

ABOUT THE COMPANY
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“GALAXY” Air Traffi  c Control 
System
Sector: Air Navigation Facilities
Air Traffi  c Control System 

ASR “AMI 2700” S-band primary 
surveillance radar with monopulse 
mode S secondary surveillance 
radar
Sector: Surveillance Systems, Air 
Navigation Facilities

Voice Communication System 
(VCS 2700)
Sector: Aviation, Radiotechnical 
Communication, Communication 
and Data Transfer Equipment

Azimut JSC is one of the leading Russian companies in the fi eld of equipping airports and 
airfi elds with modern means of navigation, surveillance, radio communications and air 
traffi  c control automation.

Azimut JSC - manufactures and delivers, on a turn-key basis, practically all the 
equipment necessary for equipping airports used for providing fl ights and arranging air 
transportation. In addition, Azimut JSC offer a full range of works and services necessary 
for the commissioning of aviation infrastructure facilities: pre-design work and research, 
design, construction, equipment supply, construction, installation and commissioning, 
warranty and post-warranty maintenance of the equipment throughout the life cycle.

Azimut JSC implemented over 800 projects for equipping airports with various systems 
and complexes. At present, in Russia and all over the world, there have been successfully 
operated more than 6000 units of equipment developed by Azimut, including Ukraine, 
Belarus, Armenia, Uzbekistan, Mongolia, South Korea, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, 
Estonia, Vietnam, Cuba, Egypt, Germany, Lithuania. 

Ivan Kolyukaev

Sales Director

Tel. +7 (495) 926 37 69 

ext.758

Ivan.kolyukaev@azimut.ru

premises X, room 15, fl oor 2, 2 bld. 5 

Naryshkinskaya alleya,

Moscow, Russia, 125167

Tel./Fax: +7 (495) 926 37 69

E-mail: mailbox@azimut.ru

www.azimut.ru

Saidov
Asker
Kazbekovich

General Director

Azimut JSC
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Radar-based security 
surveillance systems

Wireless communication 
systems

Test & Measurements and 
microwave accessories

Company specialization
Micran is Russia’s leading manufacturer of electronic devices that covers all stages of the 
product life cycle: Research – Development – Production – Sales – Product support. 

Main application areas
Micran creates integrated solutions for transport infrastructure facilities, system 
integrators and design institutes, industrial enterprises, telecom operators, Internet 
providers, etc.

Business lines:
Telecommunications, test & measurements, radar systems, microelectronics, microwave 
electronics and modules, all-in-one solutions, mechatronics and robotics, industrial 
Internet of Things.

Ilin Egor Vladimirovich

Commercial Director

+7 3822 90-00-29 ext.1020

+7960979-18-88 

 

egor.ilin@micran.ru

www.micran.ru

51d Kirova ave, 634041 Tomsk, Russia, 

+7 3822 90-00-29 | +7 3822 41-34-03 

| +7 3822 42-36-15 fax

mic@micran.com

Paramonova 
Vera
Yurevna

General Director

Research and Production 
company Micran JSC
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